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ITH the approach of June and the
winding up of the school year, the
business department of the Technic has been
looking around to see how it will come out finan-
cially. It is with much pleasure that we find we
will not need to draw on the Student Fund for
any amount exceeding our prescribed 10 2-3
per cent.
Now, anyone who knows anything about pub-
lishing a paper such as the Technic is aware
that with the income derived from the Student
Fund and from subscriptions from the Alumni,
not more than five issues of such a paper could
be published. Therefore the funds for the re-
maining five issues of each volume must be de-
rived from the advertising pages, and it is due
to the patronage extended to us by the adver-
tisers, that we are not compelled to call on the
Student Fund for additional help.
Advertisers, however, expect to derive mater-
ial gain from their advertising and the intent
of this article is to encourage the students to
patronize the advertisers. The Technic is fortu-
nate in having in its advertising columns only
the foremost firms and business houses, those
whose names alone are sufficient guarantee as to
their solidity and integrity. The students in giv-
ing their business to the advertisers in the Tech-
nic not only patronize those who patronize them
but guarantee themselves against unscrupulous
business men.
We would therefore request that students
bear this in mind when transacting business and
act accordingly. It not only means profit to
you by enabling more money to be expended for
athletics and the various organizations, but pro-
tects you against loss. 
—0.E•R•
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THE regular meeting of Student Council washeld on April 4, 1911. All members were
present. The minutes of previous meeting read
and accepted. Reports of Committees and Of-
ficers.
The following Treasurer's report was
given by W. R. Bell:
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Received from Mrs. Burton,
Student Fund for 2nd
Term $1357.50
Apportionment :-
Ath Ass'n., 56 per c $ 678.75
Technic, 10 2-3 per c 144.80
Symphony Club, 9 per c 122.17
Y. M. C. A., 6 2-3 per c 90.50
Camera Club, 1 1-3 per c 18.10
Scientific Society, 2-3 per c 9.05
. General Fund, 21 2-3 per c 294.13
1357.50
Balance in Bank on Mar. 6, 1911 45.80
1403.30
Amts. Credited to Organiza-
tions on April 4th, 1911:
Ath. Ass'n. $ 203.54
Technic 96.80
Y. M. C. A. 127.95
Camera Club 25.80
Scientific Society 16.65
General Fund 608.13 1078.87
Overdrawn Accounts:
Symphony Club 29.02 29.02
1049.&r
Amts. Disbursed by Organiza-
tions Since March 6, 1911:
Ath. Ass'n. $ 225.30
Technic 50.00
Symphony Club 76.00
Y. M. C. A. 2.15
Balance in Bank on April 4th,
1911 
353.45
1049.85 1403.30
W. R. BELL.
A discussion of the finances of each organiza-
tion immediately followed this report, including
discussion of how much of general fund should
be appropriated for the use of the Athletic As-
sociation.
The first committee report was that of H. M.
Kauffman, chairman of Committee on Means
of Improving the Nature of the Challenge Rush.
In brief, the report was to the effect that the
Challenge Rush should not be abolished, and the
only changes to be considered were the time of
the rush and the jurisdiction of the same.
D. J. Johnson moved that report of commit-
tee on rush be tabled; seconded by 0. B. Hep-
pner ; carried.
0. B. Heppner, chairman of the committee
which was to confer with the Sym-
phony Club, to look into finances of
the same and arrange for a concert,
reported as follows: Time of con-
cert had been already settled on, and it was
decided that this concert should be held during
the week of April 22nd. It was the unanimous
opinion of the committee and 'Symphony Club
that this entertainment be given in some place
other than a church. It was found upon in-
vestigation of Symphony Club finances, that this
organization had at its disposal about $81.57.
Moved by D. J. Johnson, seconded by C. E.
Hoffner, that report be accepted and commit-
tee be instructed to continue it's action with re-
gard to the concert; carried.
The meeting was then given over to the dis-
cussion of the proposed amendments to the
Student Council Constitution and By-Laws.
The committee on revision of the Constitu-
tion and By-Laws submitted a preliminary re-
port, to be voted upon at the May meeting,
which contained the following recommendations:
1. The abolishment of the office of Clerk, the
duties of the Clerk being transferred to the Re-
cording Secretary.
2. The creation of the office of a Financial
Secretary whose duties shall be to hold in trust
and make disbursements of all money received
by any organization from any source whatso-
ever. A financial modus operandi for each
organization was outlined involving an order
system as ordinarily used in large commercial
enterprises, a Petty Cash account and Faculty
supervision in incurring of expenses. Com-
pensation for and the bonding of the Financial
Secretary were provided.
The recommendations will be furnished in de-
tail to each member of the student body as soon
as they have been formally ratified by Council.
A bill was then read, which had been pre-
sented by one of the Student body, which was
as follows: "A bill to petition the faculty to
grant a new ruling in regard to excuse of ab-
sences. Having in mind the customs and rul-
ings at other institutions of learning, I would
like to suggest that the Student Council petition
the faculty to allow excusfd absences in classes
•
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in any one term, in prOportion to the number
of credits assigned, to-wit:
5 credit subjects, 5 absences excused
4 credit subjects, 4 absences excused
3 credit subjects, 3 absences excused
2 credit subjects, 2 absences excused
1 credit subject, 1 absence excused
These absences are to be looked upon as ex-
cused and no questions asked. If this ruling
be granted it should go into effect Sept. 12, '11.
Moved by D. J. Johnson, seconded by Hep-
pner, that this bill be tabled and President
and Secretary of Student Council be empowered
to see Dr. Mees in regard to the matter of
unexcused absences; carried.
Moved by E. A. Mees, seconded by Voss, that
these minutes be published in April Technic;
carried.
Motion to adjourn by C. E. Hoffner, second-
ed by Walter Voss; carried.
Meeting adjourned 10 p. m.
J. N. BEAUCHAMP, Secy.
 000
The Rose Press Club held its regular month-
ly meeting at the Heminway Home, April 12th,
at 8 o'clock p. m. Due to some unknown cause
the attendance was not what it should have been,
there being quite a number of the new members
absent.
The following men were elected to represent
the club at the annual meeting of the Indiana
Inter-Collegiate Press Association, which takes
place at Crawfordsville, Ind., May 19th and
20th: E. A. Mees, '11; C. J. Krieger, '12, and
W. R. Bell, '12.
The order of business for the Convention will
be a dance on the 19th, a business meeting before
noon, the I. C. A. L. track meet in the afternoon
and a banquet on the evening of the 20th.
H. W. Ker presented a review of "Graphic
Statics" by Cathcart & Chute, to the club,.the
latter acting as critic. This idea is an innova-
tion and judging from the animated discussion
which the first paper called forth, it should be a
success.
The program for the May meeting includes
two reviews and two papers and deserves the
patronage of all the club members.
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BACTERIOLOGY AS APPLIED IN THE PREPA-
RATION OF PORTABLE WATER
By NATHAN A. BOWERS, 910.
UNTIL comparatively recently it has notbeen the custom to include bacteriology
in the course of .training of engineering students,
that subject having been left, rather, as a spe-
cial branch for the chemist to take up. In re-
cent years, however, its vital relation to sanitary
engineering has been appreciated and at the
present time bacteriology is regarded in a dif-
ferent light; a great deal of research work has
been done, and as a science it is much better un-
derstood than heretofore.
From the time that some little progress was
made in classifying and cultivating micro-
organisms, it became much easier to treat the
subject, and now the actual tests necessary to
bacteriological examinations of water can, ac-
cording to Frank Bachmann of the Indiana
State Water Survey, be made entirely mechani-
cal. I believe I can bring out some points that
will show it to be well worth the civil engineer's
time to look into this subject sufficiently to
grasp it's principles.
It has become the custom to rate water for
drinking purposes as good o.r bad, from a sani-
tary standpoint, according as it has few or
many bacteria in it. Of course there are many
forms of bacteria not at all harmful, indeed, it
is estimated that if all the bacteria in the uni-
verse were killed, it would take only about fif-
teen years to exhaust our food supply, so essen-
tial are our microscopic friends to plant life.
Nevertheless, if the bacteria content of water is
high, it shows that the source may have been in
contact with some form of pollution and that
there are no means, in the course of its progress
to us, by which dangerous germs would be re-
moved should any happen to be present with
those not harmful.
Let us remember that bacteria is the general
term that includes all classes of microbes and
that a bacillus is a particular sort of the gener-
al classification, just as the less familiar terms
caca and spirilla represent certain other
sorts of bacteria. All bacteria are classi-
fied under two general heads, parasytic and
saphrophytic. The former concern us chiefly, for
as parasites in the human body they are the
cause of disease. Any bacterium which produces
disease in man is called a pathogenic bacterium
or germ, and in this class then we place the
micro-organism which causes typhoid, since it
has a general rod-like shape it is a bacillus,
whence we may definately class this germ as
bacillus typhosus.
According to a well known authority on wa-
ter supply these minute germs cause 25,000
deaths per year in the United States, and since
they gain access to the body chiefly through
drinking water, they are by far the most dan-
gerous of water impurities. In cities where the
typhoid death rate is more than from 15 to 25
per 100,000 of population it is practically cer-
tain that the water supply is the source of the
disease. Indeed, so accurately does the typhoid
death rate indicate the condition of the water
supplied a large city, that it has even been prorn
posed that the efficiency of large filtration
plants be based on the change in death rate tak-
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ag place after they come into operation. Mr.
daker, the same authority quoted before, sap:
that a conservative estimate on the number of
cases of sickness per year in the United States
due to impure water alone would place the figure
at 500,000.
In natural waters not subject to sewer pollu-
tion, the maximum permissible number of bac-
teria has been placed by various authorities as
from one hundred to five hundred. Good filters
remove 97 to 99 per cent, of all bacteria present
but it must be remembered that the number in a
unit volume after filtration will depend upon the
content before treatment. Thus on a 97 per
cent. rating of filter efficiency, water having a
thousand bacteria per c. c. would have only 30
per c. c. remaining after filtration, while a c. c.
of water containing 30,000 bacteria would still
have 900 left when the filter had done it's work.
Of course if water shows no bacteria content it
may be regarded as perfectly safe so far as
typhoid and similar dangers are concerned.
Just here it may not be out of place to speak
of the way in which filters remove bacteria. The
• first theories advanced held, and reasonably
enough, that since the size of a germ was only a
minute fraction of the space between the parti-
cles of sand in the filters, that the germs would
pass through without difficulty. When methods
of counting bacteria colonies were discovered
so that the actual number present before and
after filtration could be counted, it was found
that the filters did remove them. The Germans
were the first to get at the true explanation of
this and they showed that what was called the
"Schmutzdecke"—the sticky film that forms as
a sort of slime on the sand in slow process gra-
vity filters—was responsible for bacterial re-
moval. This sticky gelatinous deposit forms as
a coating around each particle of sand, it is
here that the bacterium finds it's food and the
tendency is for the minute organism to cling to
this location as the current carries it by.
When bacterial examinations are made the
number of bacteria present is reported as the
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number per c. c. of water. It must be born in
mind that this represents the number at the time
of taking the sample, for a single bacterium in
proper environment of food and temperature
will increase in number to over sixteen millions
in twenty-four hours.
The manner of making the ordinary culture
test for bacteria in brief is as follows. A defi-
nite amount of water to be tested, say one c. c.,
is added to a vessel containing a media of beef
broth, peptone and gelatin. The beef broth and
peptone furnish an abundance of food material,
and the gelatin causes the medium to remain
solid at the standard temperature, 20 degrees
Cent, and prevents the spread of the bacteria as
they multiply. At the end of 48 hours each
bacterium in the mixture will have multiplied
into a colony so large as to become visible as a
spot or speck in the transparent media and
each of these specks or colonies represent one
bacterium present in the original amount of
water added and mixed in with the medium.
In a sample taken from the University of
Illinois drinking water supply, one c. c. was
added to a media and eighteen colonies develop-
ed, showing 18 bacteria per c. c. Another
sample taken from a polluted stream on the
U. of I. campus was tsted at the same time, only
one 'one-hundredth of a c. c. being used. This
small quantity developed 680 colonies showing
a bacterial content of 68,000 per c. c. It may
be of interest to note that the urine of a typhoid
patient has been found to contain 170 million
typhoid germs per c. c. This number at the
rate of multiplication mentioned in this paper
would increase to a little less than three thou-
sand billion (2,720,000,000,000) in 24 hours.
Of course the culture tests that have been de-
scribed merely show the number of bacteria
present without attempting to classify them, it
being assumed that where the bacillus coli com-
munis is in evidence, the bacillus typhosus may
be now or at some future time. There are sev-
eral tests for bacillus coli in common use, but
for routine work the one most used is the fer-
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mentation of dextrose in a mixture pf beef
broth, peptone and dextrose. Measured quan-
tities of water are placed in five Smith fermenta-
tion tubes containing the dextrose broth, 10
c. c. in the first, 1 c. c. in each of the next two,
and one-tenth c. c. in each of the last two tubes.
The tubes are incubated at body temperature
(374°cent.) for 48 hours and the gas, if any,
measured. If the gas in the closed arm fills
from 20 per cent. to 70 per cent, of the length
of the arm, and if one-third of the gas is carbon
dioxide, as shown by absorption by a strong
solution of sodium hydrate, gas formers are re-
ported present and the presence of colon bacil-
lus is suspected. Many bacteria other than
bacillus coli produce gas, but these bacteria are
not found in uncontaminated waters. There-
fore if gas is found in the fermentation tube, it
indicates contamination, either fecal or other-
wise. If the water is badly polluted, gas will be
found even in the one-tenth samples. Less pol-
lution than this will show gas in the one c. c.
sample and probably none in the one-tenth sam-
ple. Similarly for the 10 c. c. sample. Of
course perfectly pure water will show no gas in
any sample. This is a good test for filter effi-
ciency. If a filter allows gas formers to pass
it will allow the bacillus typhosus to pass,
should the latter be present in the unfiltered wa-
ter.
It is well known that to isolate and prove the
presence of bacillus typhosus is a very difficult
matter, but lately a method of testing cultures
to prove the presence or absence of this particu-
lar germ has been introduced that greatly
strengthens the certainty with which we can lo-
cate it. This method does not require the isola-
tion of the germ and is based upon what is known
as the Widal reaction. This reaction is the ag-
gregation into small lumps that takes place in
sample blood from a known typhoid patient
when the typhoid germ is brought into contact
with the impure blood. Thus if an unknown
germ produces this peculiar loss of motility or
granular formation in typhoid blood, and pro-
duces no such result in healthy blood, we may be
certain that the unknown germ is the bacillus
typhosus.
Without intending to belittle the amount of
work required to master the details of the sub-
ject of bacteriology—for it permits of the very
deepest study and research—it may be said that
anyone can become sufficiently familiar with it
to understand and perform the common tests,
and talk intelligently with those who do delve
into it's depths. No town of ten or fifteen thou-
sand inhabitants can afford to be without the
regular services of a chemist and bacteriologist
who can be trusted with the welfare of the city.
The general public should be encouraged to in-
form itself at least to such an extent that they
appreciate the dangers and will be willing to
take the necessary safety precautions in this
important matter of drinking water purity.
Perhaps it is most true in this branch, that the
•profession of the engineer of today is broaden-
ing; he may be called on at any time for profess-
ional advice and opinions in cases where his de-
cisions will influence the popular conception of
the subject. He should not, therefore, limit him-
self strictly to carrying out his own or others
plans for improvement, but should take a broad-
er interest in the advancement of his profession,
and be ready to speak or write coherently in the
interest of spreading the gospel of sane sanita-
tion,
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Analysis of a Two Hinged Spandrel Braced Arch by the
Method of LeaSt Work
By ERICH A. MEES,
OF the several different methods which maybe employed in the determination of sta-
tically indeterminate stresses, the method of
least work will probably be found as convenient
as any other. This method of analysis will also
appeal to the student by virtue of its directness
and simplicity of deduction, even though the
general formulae may appear formidable and
unwieldly.
When external forces are applied to an elastic
body, the latter will undergo deformations pro-
portional to the stresses arising. Removal of
the forces will again restore the body to its ori-
ginal state. The work thus performed within
the body while being subjected to external
forces is called the Internal Work of Resistance.
In the case of the structure under considera-
tion it will only become necessary to deduce an
expression for the internal work caused by direct
stress. However, in many instances of indeter-
minate structures, such as trussed beams and
viaduct bents, the stress due to bending greatly
exceeds that due to direct tension or compress-
ion. The application of the formulae is iden-
tical in the two cases, hence, for sake of com-
pleteness, expressions for both direct and bend-
ing stresses will be given.
Direct Stresses:
If a bar be subjected to direct stress varying
from zero to S we have, by Hooke's law:
Unit Strain or Deformation— Unit Stress
Therefore for total deformation, we may
write:
AE
tL
Where L= Length of bar.
A ------- Cross-sectional area of bar.
t Momentary stress within the bar.
E= Modulus of Elasticity of the ma-
terial.
Since the work done -= Force times distance
through which same acts, the differential of the -
work done in the bar at any instant will be:
14dt t 
AE
Total work of s S214.r., (1)
resistance=w=f AE 2/Ai;
Bending Stresses:
The beam of Figure 1, assumed to be subject
to bending, will have a fiber stress at a distance
y from the neutral axis given by
. 
My
I=
 1
14-=Total Length of Beam.
I=Moment of Inertia of Cross-section.
f=Fiber Stress.
M=Bending Moment.
b=Width of Beam.
Therefore in x f 
the length dx,
El ydx
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The total stress in the elementary section bdy
of the beam is:
MYbdy
1
The work of resistance is therefore:
M2
  )13 'dy. Mydx = 4 12 - 
bv2EIxdy
EI E 
Integrating over the entire cross-section, we
get for the total work in the elementary length
dx:
m2 
4 
d.
„ dxfklbyyEi - d2
But f • by2dy =-d2
hence the total internal work of resistance of the
beam is
cl m2
(1)=. J 02EIdx (2)
The fundamental principle of the method of
internal work of resistance may be summed up
in the following theorems:
1. The displacement of the point of appli-
cation of an external force W, acting on a body,
due to the latter's elastic deformation, is equal
dex
ctx.
f
-
F-,94_, S.
to the first differential of the expression for w,
the internal work of resistance, with respect to
the force. Hence
do)
=0
dW
2. The partial differentials of the internal
work of resistance with respect to statically
indeterminate forces H, which are so selected
that their point of application is not displaced
i. e., the forces themselves do no work, are equal
.to zero. Hence
do)
dH=0
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According to Theorem 2, a statically indeter-
minate force makes the internal work of resist-
ance a minimum which may be readily seen by
taking the second differential of w with respect
to the force having a certain displacement. Since
the latter increases with every increase of the
force, the second differential will always be posi-
tive.
For this reason the theorem above enunciated
is called the Principle of Least Work. The
principle is a fundamental one in the economy
of nature and is applicable to all cases of stati-
cally indeterminate forces in which the forces
under consideration are not displaced. To find
the unknown forces, we have merely to express
w in terms of the external forces, differentiate
successively with respect to each one of the un-
known forces and equate these differential co-
efficients to zero, whence we obtain as many
equations of condition as there are unknown
forces.
The above method will now be employed in de-
termining the stresses in the members of the
two-hinged spandrel braced arch shown in
Figure (2).
Span-8 panels @ 25'=200'
Loading— Dead Load 1200 lbs. per lineal foot
Live Load 3000 lbs. per lineal foot
Dimensions in Feet:
v
Verti-
cals
d
Diago-
nals
1
Lower
Chords
e
Moment
Centers
For Web
Members
h
Perp. to
Lower
Chords
s
Perp. to
Diago-
nals
0 50.0
1 32.5 41.0 30.5 71.4 40.8 56.7
2 20.0 32.0 28.0 90.0 29.1 40.8
3 12.5 28.0 26.1 116.7 19.1 29.9
4 10.0 26.9 25.1 200.0 12.4 45.6
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Since the only statically-indeterminate force
in the case of the two-hinged arch is the hori-
zental component of the reaction, i. e. H, in
order to find the value of the same, which will
make the work of resistance a minimum, it is
merely necessary to express the stress in each
member of the structure in terms of H and the
known external forces, and obtain
s2L
2AE
Let:
Vi v2 etc.—Lengths of Vertical Members.
d2 etc.—Lengths of Diagonals.
-r — —
A
/
_
— - —
e. - — —
4'2
he'
-,71(
1112 etc.—Lengths of Lower Chords.
ei e2 etc.—Distances of Centers of Moments
for Web
-members, from the left
support.
hi h2 etc.—Perpendiculars to Lower Chords
from their respective Moment
centers.
Si S2 etc 
—Ditto for Diagonals.
n—Distance in panel lengths of load from left
support.
p—Distance in panel lengths of Moment Cen-
ter from left support.
q—Distance in panel lengths of vertical under
consideration, from left support.
a—Panel length, also length of upper chords.
A—Cross-sectional area of member under
consideration.
E—Modulus of Elasticity, assumed constant.
Assume the arch to be symmetrically loaded
with two loads TV at distances na from the two
points of support.
Then the stresses in the various members for
an arch of the type shown with any number of
panels, considering only the left half of the arch,
are as follows:
Upper Chord Members:
a) To the left of the load:
Stress—H ( —v4) —Wpa
Vx
tare 2
0.•
b) To the right of the load:
Stress—H(vo—v, )—Wna
v,
Lower Chord Members:
a) To the left of the load:
Stress—Wpa—Hv„
b) To the right of the load:
Stress—Wna—H
h„
Vertical AC;
Stress=H (vo—vi)—W
a
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Web Verticals:
a) To the left of the load: b) To the right of the load:
Stress—Hy. ---We Stress—
Hv.—Wna
ex —qa
e.--qg
Note: It is evident that the stress in the middle vertical is independent of H, hence this mem-
ber is omitted in the expression for total work of resistance.
Web Diagonals:
a) To the left of the load: b) To the right of the load:
Stress—Wex —Hy°
Wna—Hvo
Stress—
sx sx
Introducing these values in the expression for total internal work over the entire arch we have:
S2L 1 ,,na (H (Vo—Vx )—Wpa\ 2a (Wpa—HVO) 21x  ± H(vo—vi) w)2 Vo (11Vo-Wex
— 2 AR E vx / A. + h. Ai a Av. ex —qa
I
v x+ ( Wex —H v. \2dx 1 I '2. r H(vo—vx ) -Wna3 2a [Wna—Hvoi 21. 11v0—Wnai2vx
--- 1 1 [  —A.H-
  A +L 
A v ' s I Ad E . hxl Vx J r11 ex —qa J Av
+ [Wna—Hverdx 
-(3)
sx J Ad
Differentiating this expression with respect to H, equating to zero for a minimum and solving
we obtain:
1
/ ) x
bx
na 1 pa2(Vo-v, )±pavolx + ex v.v. +ex v0dx (voa—AAvic)v. , na na2v(xv20—A uv navol 
A1
x 
0 vx 2A. hx 2Ai (ex -qa)2Av sx 2Ad
2101 x x(v.—vx )2a v021 v02v v02dx vX 2 Au hx 2A1 _j_ (e-qa)2Av 2Ad
navovx 
1- 
nav.dx 1
. + (ex - qa)2A, s 2 Ad
2(vo—vi)2v0
a2AAc
W . . . . (4)
remembering that this is the value for H for a single load for one-half of the arch members.
Since the areas of the members are as yet unknown it becomes necessary to make a prelim-
inary approximation in solving for H.
Let the ratio of 
Ai
= m and neglect the effect of web stresses, which is usually slight
Ao
when compared with that due to chord stresses. Equation (4) now becomes:
1
vim I pa --
zio 
2(Vo—Vx ) +paVolx 2 na2(v.—vx
v2x mh2 na 2 111112
H-
23 v„ lx (v0-v) 2a
° v2
Panel
pa2(v0--vx)
12 
n
a2(vo-vx)
"
"pavolx
vi 
n
a
 volx
1
v
2
 
V
0
2
 l
x
'4o
(
v
o
-
v
)2a
0 
v
x
2
n
a
 
‘
,
 2
v
x
0 
m
h
2x
qta 
11111,2
M
h
x
2
V
x
2
C
E
E
 G
G
I
1
K
10.36
46.875
150.000
250.00
20.67
44.85
102.03
22.90
41.33
89.70
204.05
7.25
56.25
225.00
400.00
10.36
446.875
167.55
357.98 
688.50
.
•
.
H
 from (5) 
=
0.299 
W
os
C
E
E
 G
G
I
1
K
10.36
93.75
300.00
500.00
20.67
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do.
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10.36
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750.00
20.67
89.70
306.08
do.
do.
554.11
750.00
110.37
306.08
357.98
688.50
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0.822
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450.00
1000.00
20.67
89.70
306.08
do.
do.
1554.11
416.45
357.98
688.50
01
4
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=
 
0.941 
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Equation (5) will give values of H for single
loads placed at each successive panel point only
slightly in error, hence, ,in most cases this first
solution will give results sufficiently accurate
for practical purposes.
tier' for H are given on the preceding page, as-
suming a valuc
of m=2
Construction of the Reaction Locus:
Let W=Load at any panel point.
R=Reaction due to the Load W.
V=Vertical component of R.
H=Horizental component of R.
In Figure 3, PQ=Ordinate to the Locus.
By similar triangles we have:
PQ—y= V b
But since
1
—
W(1—b)b
••• Y HI
For instance for h unit load at the second
panel point as shown in Figure (2), we have:
— 
1(200-50) X 50_
Y 64.43 ft.0.582X 200
Egur-e Z.
To determine the Position of Loads Which Will
give Maximum Stresses:
Referring to Figure 2 let it be required to
obtain the position of the moving load which
will give a maximum stress in FH. The center
of moments for this member is at G, hence, draw-
ing a line from A through G, intersecting the
locus, we find the position of loading which will
give no moment, i. e., the resultant of a load
placed vertically beneath the intersection will
pass through the center of moments and there-
fore give zero moment and of course zero stress
in FH. All loads to the right of the intersec-
tion will produce a compressive stress in FH,
all loads to the left a tensile stress. In a simi-
lar manner the proper loading to give maximum
stresses in any chord members, may be obtain-
ing, noting that it is also necessary to pass a
resultant from the right support B through the
respective moment centers. In this particular
arch it happens that all resultants from B do
not intersect the locus within the limits of the
arch, however a trial should always be instituted.
To find the correct loading for maximum
stresses in web members, pass a section thru the
respective panel and draw the resultant through
the moment center as above. Then all loads be-
tween the section and the intersection of the
locus will give rise to moments of the same kind,
and all loads outside this zone will give moments
of the opposite kind. Thus for GH, loads from
I to N will produce a tensile stress, loads at
E, G and P, a compressive stress. For the ver-
tical GF loads from G to N will cause compress-
ion, loads at E and P tension.
The approximate stresses together with the
proper loading and the cross-sectional areas
selected for the exact computations according
to equation (4) are given in the following
table;
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C E 10.5 C-I
1(--B
61.0
34.6
71.5
24.1
E G 29.4 C-I 136.6 166.0
I:-B 63.0 33.6
G I 62.0 C-IL 192.7 254.7
NI-B 45.6
I I: 78.3 Overall 195.9 274.2
A D 160.0 j Overall 399.6 559.6
D F 133.9 G-B 352.5 486.4
C-E 17.9
F II 105.8 I I-B 312.4 I 418.2
C-G 47.9
II J 72.3 P:-B 232.5 I 304.8
C-1 52.1
C I) I:-B 57.5 40.3
17.2 C-I 99.1 116.3
E F C-E 8c K-B 37.9 1 13.9
24.0 I-H 96.0 120.0
G H I C-G & P-B 33.2 0.5
32.7 I: B 121.9 154.6
I J I C-I 140.0 119.8
20.2 I K-B 193.0 213.2
A C 13.7 C-I 79.4 93.1
I:-B 45.0 31.3
E D 48.3 C-I 135.0 183.0
1:--B 22.7
G F 41.7 G-N 117.3 159.01 
C-E & P-B 5.5
I II 37.9 I-B 120.5 158.4
C-G 26.4
I: J 30.0 I: 75.0 105.0
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102.0 20 1.703 2.250
41.4 2.644 1.250
234.4 27 1.703 2.250
65.1 2.644 1.250
351.0 31 2.644 2.750
64.0 1.703 0.875
372.1 31 4.347 3.500
759.2 65 I 4.347 3.500
662.7 56 4.048 2.625
0.299 0.875
574.4 53 3.466 1.875
0.881 1.625
421.0 40 2.644 1.250
5.9 1.703 2.250
69.0 12 2.644 1.250
164.9 1.703 2.250
32.9 12 2.943 2.125
168.0 3.267 1.750
17.1 15 1.180 1.750
215.6 2.644 1.250
189.8 26 1.703 2.250
310.9 2.644 1.250
132.8 18 1.703 2.250
53.8 2.644 1.250
250.8 18 1.703 2.250
2.644 1.250
217.7 16 3.749 2.500
0.598 1.000
218.6 16 3.466 1.875
1.8 0.881 1.625
142.5
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Note—Upper row for each member gives the
maximum compressive stress, lower row the
maximum tensile stress.
The true values of H according to equation
4 were now found using the areas given in the
stress sheet. The following table gives a com-
parison of the values found by the approximate
and exact equations:
Unit Load at According to
equation 5
According to
equation 4
Difference
in %
.299 .330 10.4
.582 .615 5.7
.822 .851 3.5
.941 .961 2.1
.822 .851 3.5
.582 .615 5.7
.299 .330 10.0
If great accuracy is desired it would probably
be desirable to recompute all stresses with the
new values of H, however, since the areas select-
ed were somewhat in excess of what was actually
required, a second calculation becomes un-
necessary for ordinary conditions.
Note—In the preparation of this paper the
method of developing the formulae herein con-
tained is due to Hiroi's "Statically Indetermin-
ate Stresses," D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.
The arch analyzed is identical with the one found
in "The Theory and Practice of Modern Framed
Structures," by Johnson, Bryan and Turneaure,
Part II, pages 160 to 165, Edition 1910. The
stresses for vertical web-members herein given
differ somewhat from the corresponding values
given in Johnson.
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ARC AND SPARK PHENOMENA IN THE SECON-
DARY OF A HIGH POTENTIAL
TRANSFORMER
By PROF. EDWARD S. JOHONNOTT, Ph. ft
IN the August number of the Phil. Mag., 1908,appeared an article by W. Duddell, de-
scribing some measurements made in the secon-
dary of an induction-coil.
Leaving the conditions in the primary un-
altered, he found that a considerable variation
in the R. M. S. value of the current in the sec-
ondary circuit could be produced by merely
varying the length of the spark-gap.
His conclusions were that these effects were
caused by "very high frequency oscillations set
up in the secondary circuit," and that the
peculiar form of the curve obtained was due to
the conflicting effects of spark-resistance and
spark P. D.
With a condenser shunted across the spark
terminals, the writer has found similar effects
in the secondary of a high potential trans-
former. The 60 cycle, A. C. city mains were
used. The currents in the spark-line, the con-
denser-line and the secondary-line were mea-
sured with a form of the soft iron galvanometer
devised by Lord Rayleigh. The coil of the
galvanometer was wound with 100 turns of No.
18 wire. In taking the second,ary _ current
reading a similar coil, detached from the galva-
nometer, was connected in series with the con-
denser in order to preserve, as nearly as possi-
ble, uniform conditions in the system without
including too much self induction in the con-
denser-spark loop.
Table I gives a few readings taken from a
set with the primary current adjusted to
approximately 2 amperes. In table II are given
similar readings from a set in which the pri-
mary current was about 4 amperes. The con-
denser-current and the secondary-current read-
ings were taken on separate occasions with the
corresponding readings for the first four
columns practically the same. Appended to
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table II are a few of the spark-current readings
taken from Duddell. In all cases merely a
sufficient number of points are chosen to in-
dicate the salient features of the corresponding
curves. All values are R. M. S.
• TABLE I (See Plate I)
Primary Current about 2 amperes.
Sp. gap Primary
mms cur. amp.
Volt-meter
volts
Spark-
current
mtlItquip
Con.cnr-
rentmil-
liamp
Secondary
current
milliamp
00 2.05 0000 8.48 00 8.25
.5 1.87 1200 23.5 20 6.00
1.0 1.82 1500 25.70 23.2 6.63
4.0 1.60 2700- 33.5 30.0 4.47
7.0 1.30 3600 37.1 33.8 4.47
8.0 5000 32.9 1 37.4
TABLE II. (See Plate II.)
Primary current about 4 amperes.
•
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00
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
5.0
8.0
12.0
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:44
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4.15 00 17.9 00 17.5 3.8
Microscopic spark-length 35.5
3.98 900 27.9 20.0 16.1 60.0
3.94 1000 34.0 23.7 16.1 70.0
3.86 1200 37.6 26.7 15.3 50
3.86 1000 27.9 13.1 15.0 30.0
 
10.0
3.68 1500 30.6 13.4 14.4 15.0
3.52 2000 33.0 14.4 13.7 17.0
In Table I the spark-current and the con-
denser-current increase with increasing spark-
length. In Table II, however, the spark-current
and the condenser-current increase with in-
creasing spark-length up to 2.25 millimetres and
then fall greatly in value before a spark-length
of 3 millimetres is reached. The secondary-
current remained nearly constant, though fall-
ing slightly in value, with increasing spark-
length in all cases. As is indicated in the table,
the character of the curve given by Duddell is
intermediate between those which correspond to
the condenser-current and the spark-current of
Table II.
Viewing the image of the spark-gap in a mir-
ror, revolving three times per second, it was im-
possible to distinguish the discharges, corres-
ponding to the two tables, until after an spark-
length of two millimeters had been reached.
The discharge at. a spark-length of 2 mms, in
each half cycle, consisted of from 75 to 100
fine straight-line sparks, distributed in a beau-
tiful and symmetrical manner. These lines oc-
cupied about an interval of -do second. They
were closely packed at the center where the cur-
rent was probably near its maximum value, thin-
ning out towards the end where their distances
apart were 3 or 4 times as great as in the cen-
ter. The distribution of the lines either way
from the center was similar to the spacing of
the spirals, either way from a node, in a coiled
spring propagating a longitudinal wave, at the
instant of maximum compression at the nodes.
In Table 1, for spark lengths greater than
2 mms., the character of the discharge was of
the same type as that already described, con-
sisting, however, as the spark-length increased,
of a rapidly diminishing number of sparks. As
the number of the sparks diminished the inten-
sity of the end sparks increased. The maximum
currents in the spark-gap and condenser in this
table corresponded to a pure spark discharge of
not more than 6 or 8 per half cycle.
On the other hand, in Table II, for spark-
lengths greater than 2.25 mms., the later half
of the spark-lines was displaced by an arc dis-
charge. As the spark-length increased the arc
discharge increased in intensity and range,
displacing more and more of the sparks until
near the end where there remained but one line
followed by a strong arc. This arc was most
intense at its center.
An evident explanation of the sudden drop
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in the spark-current near a spark-length of 2.5
mms., is that the line spark already described
was due to electrical oscillations in the con-
denser-spark loop. When the arc first appeared
it apparently displaced -exactly half of the
sparks, such as might be expected if the arc
formed at the maximum value of the current.
This idea is substantiated in Table II where the
current in the condenser at a spark-length of
2.25 mms. fell to 13.1 at 3 mms. It should be
observed that a correspondingly sudden change
takes place in the spark current.
It is estimated that the frequency of oscilla-
tion in the spark-discharger ranged, in both
tables, from 12000 per second down to 3000.
December, 1908.
ADDENDUM.
On Plate I is shown a facsimile of the dis-
charge in the spark-gap, the original of which
was photographed by reflection from the re-
volving mirror. The photograph is full-sized
and represents the spark at a gap of 3 mms.
If we consider the discharge of a condenser
in a circuit possessing resistance, self-induction
and capacity, the expression for the terminal
P. D. at the condenser is given by the equation
RtI 1 141
2L I LK 
cos 
(  1
v=--voe
k1 R2 I
LK 41.42
where the period of oscillation of the
is
T=271- ( 1 _  R2 
LK 4142
The equation for V is the solution of the
linear differential equation
d2v R dv 1 
dt2+ L dt+ 
LK.v—o.
in which R. L. and K. are constants.
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If these constants do not vary from one
oscillation to another it is evident that the
period as given above should be constant.
Since, however, the period is variable as shown
by the character of the spark, the most rea-
sonable .explanation would appear -to be in the
assumption of a variable spark resistance. How-
ever, it would not be legitimate to calculate the
spark resistance from the equation given above
for the period since that expression was obtain-
ed under the condition that R is constant in
the differential equation.
The character of the spark discharge is won-
derfully like that obtained by Feddersen
(Wullner, Experimentalphysik, B and III,
Seite 435) in his work on "Partialentladungen,"
where the condenser was discharged through a
high resistance. This discharge was uni-direc-
tional and not oscillatory. Under the assump-
tion of a uni-directional discharge it would ap-
pear impossible to have the R. M. S. value of
the current in the spark rise with increasing
lengths of spark-gap.
Effects more or less similar to the spark dis-
charge described above have been obtained by
Masc Wien Physikalische Zeitschrift, April, '10,
and Roschansky, same periodical, Dec. 1910.
It is to be hoped that the oscillograph, con-
R2
LK 4142
t—tan
-1 214
(1 R2 LK 4142
current structed by Messrs. Wischmeyer and Henry
will soon be available for determining whether
the discharge is oscillatory or uni-directional.
In all of the work the spark-gap was en-
closed in a box to prevent the disturbance of
air-currents. The many inflections in the
curves representing the results were caused by
air-currents.
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ALUMNI NOTES.
On April 6th, Charles J. Larson, 1900, suc-
cumbed to an attack of typhoid fever, at his
home in Dubuque, Iowa. Mr. Larson was born
March 2, 1872, at Lake Park, Minn. In 1896,
at the age of 24 years, he entered Rose and ap-
plied himself diligently during his four year
course, accomplishing a very high develop-
ment of a naturally keen mind. In 1900, he
graduated from the Mechanical Engineering
Course, and entered the service of the Allis-
Chalmers Co., of Milwaukee, as an erecting
engineer. From 1905 to 1907 he was superin-
tendent of erection and testing, in a territory
of ten Eastern states, for the same company.
While in this capacity he superintended the
erection of many prominent engineering works.
Chief among these are the Washington Drain-
age System and the Washington Water Works
at Washington, D. C., the Boston Sewerage
System, the Boston Elevated Railway, the New
York Sub-way engines, the New York High
Pressure Fire Service, the Midvale Steel Co.'s
plant and the machinery for the Connecticut
Railway Co. He also supervised the erection
of the power stations for the Milwaukee Electric
Ry. Co., and also those of the New Orleans
Electric Railway Co.
In 1908, he resigned from the Allis-Chalmers
Co., owing to poor health, and accepted a posi-
tion as Chief Engineer of the Union Electric
Co., of Dubuque, Iowa. He retained this posi-
tion until the time of his death.
In 1909 he received the degree of Mechanical
Engineer from Rose Polytechnic. He was a
member of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, and the National Electric Light As-
sociation. His contributions to technical jour-
nals were many and valuable.
Mr. Larson was well known in Terre Haute.
In 1902 he married Miss Mary McComb, of
Terre Haute, who founded the Light House
Mission. During his career at the Institute and
afterwards in his business relations, he always
displayed a high type of manhood. While at
the Institute, he was an earnest and enthusias-
tic worker in the Rose Y. M. C. A., and since his
graduaticn he has always been a very loyal Al-
umnus, as evidenced by several very valuble talks
delivered to the student body from time to time,
• in which he gave both instructive information
and wholesome advice. He was pre-eminently
of that type of manhood which reflected nothing
but credit upon everything with which he was
connected.
Mr. Frank F. Sinks, '96, has retired from
the firm of Condron & Sinks, Consulting En-
gineers, of Chicago, Ill., and will locate in Seat-
tle, Wash. The Chicago office will be continued
by Mr. Condron.
Byron Kelso, '08, has secured a position with
the Stone, Webster Co., of Keokuk, Iowa.
T. Ludlow Lee, '09, of the Hall Signal Co.,
spent a few days recently in Terre Haute. He
reports having received a substantial promotion.
In a recent letter to a member of the staff,
Mr. Harry Shickel, '07, who is located with
the Denver Gas & Light Co., at Denver, Colo.,
reports that he had the pleasure of entertaining
Marion W. Blair at dinner on Sunday, April
2nd. Mr. Blair was enroute to Montrose,
Colo., where he is to have charge of a brick
plant. Mr. Shickel further mentioned a caller
in the person of C. N. Lammers, '08, who is
temporarily in Denver, inspecting the plant of
the Griffin Car Wheel Co. of Chicago.
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ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RAILROADS IN UNITED STATES.
By PHILIP HEINLICH, B. S.
UP to the 18th Century transportation be--tween cities was carried on on r i ve 1,,
canals, and wagon roads. Europe far excelled
in these modes of carriage, because of the com-
pactness of . its localities while America was
_ sparcely populated. America developed rapid-
ly and towns became populated. As the towns
'here increased in size the local officials built
roads in and around the towns.
To travel from city to city meant traveling
over wild lands. Soon companies were charter-
ed which received the right to build roads and
charge a toll to those who used them. These
companies, known as turnpike companies, first
organized in about 1790. All states encouraged
them, but particularly the Middle and New
England States. Pennsylvania affords a typi-
cal example of what occurred in many parts of
the country. A turnpike running from Phila-
delphia to Lancaster was begun in 1792 and
finished in 1794. •Later this road was extended
to Steubenville, a distance of 343 miles longer
than the original road. 102 such companies
were formed in this state, which
built 2,380 miles of road at a cost of $8,-
500,000. The enterprise proved a failure to
the companies, but highly benefited the com-
munities in the vicinity of the roads. Finally
the Federal government took over the roads
and in most cases kept them in repairs and dis-
missed the toll entirely.
The National Pike, the most noted of all turn-
pikes, was constructed by the United States. It
was begun in 1806 and was built westward from
Cumberland, Md., to Vandalia, Ill. It was to
have run to Jefferson City, Mo., but before Illi-
nois was passed the superiority of the railroad
had manifested itself and the road was stopped.
Seven years had been spent toward its com-
pletion.
Our canal system followed the path of our toll
roads. As early as 1762 surveys for canals and
river accommodations were made in Pennsylva-
nia. After the war of '12 corporations were
formed for the purpose of joining the East and
the West with canals. New York was the first
state to accomplish this. The Erie Canal, join-
ing Lake Erie with the Hudson, was Completed
in 1825 after a period of 8 years. Pennsylvania
followed suit with a composite canal and rail
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route from Philadelphia to Pittsburg. This
work Was completed after 8 years in 1834. After
1840 canal building rapidly declined on account
of the appearance of railroads.
The steam road- meant merely a replacing of
muscular force by steam power in the same man-
ner that electricity is now displacing steam
power. •
Wall discovered the stationary steam engine.
Other engineers improved upon it, but Stephen-
son, an Englishman, finally combined the steam
engine with a vehicle and called the combination
a locomotive.
The first railroads known as tramways, used
cars which ran on a simple form of track and
were pulled by. horses. Quincy Tramway, the
first one built in America,- was completed in
1826 in Massachusetts. It was used to carry
granite from Quincy to Bunker Hill Monument,
a distance of 3 miles. In 1871 it was sold to
the Old Colony Railroad Co., which rebuilt it
with a modern steam road.
In 1801 the first chartered lines of rail were
laid from Wadsworth to Croyden, suburbs of
London. About 1814 it was found that cars
with smooth wheels could be run easier on
smooth rails than on unfinished ones. This
showed how steam power could be applied. Some
engineers at once went to the extreme by greas -
ing the wheels and the rails. Stephensoi: ',lade
a succssful run with his locomotive on Sept. 15,
1830, over the above mentioned road.
America at once took to railroading. Active
construction began in 1830. Our locomotives,
trains, roads, etc., were as distinct then from
the English style as they are today. Most dif-
ferences are caused by the steep grades, many
curves, and long distances of the home lines.
Railroad difficulties of the early days would
make good material for dramatists and humor-
ists. No mid line can be drawn. For instance, it
seems like returning 8 centuries instead of 8
decades to hear now that an early Kentucky
road used rails made of groved stones faced with
straps or rather scraps of iron. Picture the
infancy of the railroad when directors met to
elect train conductors and took radical steps
of declaring that no credit be given for railroad
passage. An early board of Southern Michigan
directors found just such duties. The engineers
were supposed to collect the fares while the fire
man took charge of the baggage. One road
would advertise the mishaps of a competing
road in order to induce people to patronize
its road. At one time the Southen Michigan
directors met in their New York office and had
to borrow furniture from neighboring offices
because the sheriff had taken the company's
for a debt.
Railroads created a new line for speculation.
Everybody speculated in them. In fact every
town had its roads. Nearly all failed. The
few exceptional lines which made money inflam-
ed the country with a railroad speculation craze
just as the country has been inflamed by the
mining, oil and real estate crazes.
The first roads were given bank powers and
all sorts of rights. Soon big dividends were
paid without the slightest regard for a depreciat-
ing fund, with the result that stocks were water-
ed and sooner or later the company went to
the wall. In Cleveland a little road was begun
in 1852, in 1853 it paid its first annual dividerid
of 5 per cent. To keep up the enterprise the
city had to buy most of the shares. At present
this railway provides for the municipal sink-
ing fund. Cincinnati enjoys the honor of hav-
ing been the only municipality in this country
to have built its own railroad. In this case it
has been a success.
Many people gave up all their savings for
the glory of the railroad and received nary a
return or a single benefit. Farmers mortgaged
their properties and their wives gave up their
little luxuries to buy stocks in order to help
the building of railroads so as to bring more
people to the Western frontier, or to make
possible new markets, only to find themselves
duped by a fake- promoter. This partly 'x-
plains why we find some rigid railroad laws. On
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account of such degrading business Watterton,
Wis., did not have a visible mayor or other of-
ficial for many years.
• During the Civil War many routes for the
conveyance of troops and supplies were laid
out. Although not much made of at the time
they resulted in the making of many of our
long North-South lines. After the war all hopes
of railroad building seemed lost because of a
lack of funds, when the idea of mortgages and
bonds became popular, and large sums of money
were thus raised. It is believed that this alone
made possible our present system of railroading.
In 1860 the steamship companies plying up
and down and across the Mississippi protested
against a railroad company for spanning the
river with a bridge. They wished the bridge re-
moved because "It was an obstacle to river nava-
gation, a material obstruction; and a nuisance."
Accordingly the case was taken into court.
Judge Love, who presided, ordered that the
bridge be removed because, "If one road trans-
ports freight and passengers to the East and
West without delay and expense of changing at
the river, a financial necessity will compel com-
peting roads to provide themselves with the
same facilities and railroad bridges would span
the Mississippi every 40 or 50 miles, thus in-
terfering with river traffic so as to do great and
serious mischief." Abraham Lincoln, counsel
for the construction company appealed to the
Supreme Court arid won by a narrow margin.
Had Judge Love's decision stood it is doubtful
whether structures over streams for railroad
purposes would yet be permitted.
At first railroads were practically forbidden
to compete with canals. The investments in
canals would then be worthless. For example
the New York Central was denounced publically
for trying to compete with the Erie Canal in
carrying freight. People feared that the mon-
ey invested in canals would be lost. This
prediction proved true.
Railroading, in order to be successful, had to
fight its way and fight hard. Drawbacks as
enumerated above constantly sprang up but
still the railways have entangled our country in
such a large and important web that should any
of it be broken, our industrial and social condi-
tions would be put in great danger.
America began building railways as soon as
the locomotive proved successful. With the as-
surance of steam engines new roads were built
and trial trips followed hard on each other. One
day it was a sensation here, the next day there,
and the third day in another place. Every line
opened by giving an excursion to some people
of the hour.
The Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co. can claim
the pioneer honors, for it was chartered in 1827,
and by 1830 had its first section of 15 miles
opened for the public traffic. At first the com-
pany used horses and even sails as a means of
obtaining power but in 1831 these were definite-
ly replaced by steam power. On August 28,
1830, a race between a locomotive and a horse
took place on this road. The horse won. Peter
Cooper acted as engineer on that memorable oc-
casion. By the close of 1835 the B. & 0. had
extended its road 100 miles.
Pennsylvania displayed greater activity in
railroad building than any other state, for the
reason that by aid of the railroads the trans-
portation of coal could be better regulated.
Philadelphia grew to be a bigger railroad center
than New York, because New York had favor-
able river facilities.
The early •railroads were very small. Only
close localities could be connected. There was
not sufficient capital for building on. a large
scale. The original New York Central ran
from Albany to Utica.
By 1840 the New England states had their
important lines laid out. The Middle and
Southern Atlantic states were laying out their
lines, while the Mississippi valley began experi-
menting.
1850 to 1860 saw railroad construction in the
New England states partially cease, while it
rapidly increased in other parts of the country.
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Most large companies of today were laid out in
that decade. During Fillmore's administration
8,000,000 acres were given away as a bonus to
roads which extended their lines into the South
and West. 19,000,000 more acres were given
away during the administration of Pierce. All
went smoothly until the panic of '57, and the war
of '61, when for a time railroad building was put
to a stop.
After 1850 many roads combined. An in-
creasing of business with -a demand for better
service were perhaps the causes. The New
York Central was originally eleven distinct com-
panies operating between Albany and Buffalo.
In 1852 or 3 their Hudson River line was add-
ed and by 1855 five more companies were joined
to it. The Pennsylvania Ry. is a conglomera-
tion of two hundred small roads. In 1853 a
person could ride from Chicago to the Eastern
cost by rail. Something wonderful in those
days.
After the Civil War, political, industrial and
social conditions became such that the extension
of railroads became a necessity. Grants of
lands by the million acres, special inducements.,
fabulous loans and what not were given to cor-
porations to build lines. A desire to join both
coasts became manifest. Here was the goal.
Not till 1859 was this accomplished, when the
Union Pacific ran the first train across the con-
tinent. How wonderful it was, what a noise
was made over it—it is now a thing of the past.
The next four or five years show the greatest
growth for the Mississippi Valley. With '73
another crisis came, which temporarily put an
end to further construction. Rapid develop-
ment, over
-capitalization, and speculation in
railroads, were some causes of the panic.
1880 to 1900 is noted for the building of
many transcontinental routs. In the early
eighties, the South-western and Rocky Moun-
tain regions were developed. By 1890 the
United States was covered with most all the im-
portant lines existing today. Construction
work again slackened up and the railways were
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forced to practice economies and to extend their
systems slowly, because of the panic of '93.
After 1900 only minor extensions were made
to re-inforce the railroad web. At present most
companies are spending large sums on improve- •
ments rather than on increasing their mileage
Our last panic has even put a damper on this,
which is gradually being lifted.
Railroads have functions, which, if briefly
stated, would not be out of harmony with the
foregoing.
First we may speak of consolidation. Con-
solidation meant through routes and long dis-
tance traffic. The joining of connecting lines
was favorably received by the public, but as
competing lines were brought together the ad-
vantages of consolidation became less apparent.
Next we may take up the extension of lines.
Skillful improvements made it possible to cross
mountains. Extension was fostered by trade
more than anything else, and in return encourag-
ed trade between states which formerly had poli-
tical connections only. There were political and
military reasons also which made extension
necessary.
Last and greatest of all functions is the de-
velopment of business brought about by rail-
roads. It was soon learned that traffic depended
on volume rather than on quality. More uni-
form rates than at first were made. High rates
meant little movement, low rates meant constant
movement. By making low rafes on bulky arti-
cles it meant the opening of new markets. This
stimulated business in such a way as to give
railroads more of other articles to carry back.
STATISTICS.
Mileage Locomotives
1830.. 23 1865..90,000
40.. 2,818 81.102,000
50.. 9,021
60.. 30,625 93.135,800
70.. 62,914
80.. 93,296 95.148,000
90..163,519
1900..193,346 98.230,000
08..230,000 1900.250,000
Rail
To about 1880 Stone
with strip
of iron
1880 0  3 Steel
1890 0  8 Steel
Till 1850... . 5 0 lbs.
At present. .100 lbs.
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INDEXES TO PERIODICAL
LITERATURE.
Prepared by PROF. A. A. FAUROT, Librarkn
THE most valuable part of the InstituteLibrary is the periodical literature and
the reports of the learned societies. They con-
stitute a great store-house of information upon
all scientific and technical subjects. In order
to make this matter as accessible as possible the
Library has been provided with the best guides
and indexes published. It has been observed
that some of these works are rarely used and
none of them are used by the majority of the
students. This article is prepared in the hope
that it may assist students to make a more ex-
tensive and more satisfactory use of the Library.
The following list of indexes covers practical-
ly all the periodical literature on our shelves:
1—The Engineering Index, N. Y., 1884 to date.
Issued in annual volumes covering the gen-
eral field of American and Foreign periodi-
cal literature; also issued monthly as a part
of The Engineering Magazine. Indexes
about 50 of our periodicals.
2—The Engineering Digest, Monthly, N. Y.,
1908 to date. Title changed in 1910 to In-
dustrial Engineering and Engineering Di-
gest. .
Gives brief abstracts of current articles on
power, machinery, materials, design, etc.-;
indexes articles in all branches of Engineer-
ing and architecture appearing in the
American and Foreign press. Includes 45
of our subscriptions. -
3—Science Abstracts, Monthly, London, 1901 to
date. Sec. A, Physics; Sec. B, Electrical
Engineering. Abstracts leading articles in
the scientific press; compiled by the Insti-
tution of Electrical Engineers of London,
in cooperation with the Physical Society of
London, American Physical Society, The
American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
et al. Indexes 45 of our subscriptions.
4—Technische Auskunft, Gesammt-Ausgabe
Monatschrift des Internationalen Institutes
fur Technobibliographie, Berlin, 1909 to
date. A monthly classified index of the
technical literature of the world in all
branches of engineering. In some respects
the best index published. Covers 50 of our
subscriptions.
5—International Catalog of Scientific Litera-
ture. Annual, London, 1901 to date. Com-
piled by the Royal Society of London in co-
operation with the governments of the lead-
ing countries of the world. Indexes 50 of
our subscriptions. We receive regularly
the parts on Mathematics, Mechanics, Phy-
sics, Chemistry and .Meteorology.
6—Poole's Index to Periodical Literature, with
supplements. Indexes general periodical
literature from 1800 to date. Of the 190
periodicals included in its scope we have
about 20, but nearly all the others are
accessible in the State Normal Library and
the City Library.
7—Journal of the Chemical Society of London,
1875 to date. Abstracts and indexes all
important chemical periodicals.
8—Chemisches Zentralblatt, hrsg. von der
Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft, monthly
Berlin, 1904 to date. Abstracts with an-
nual index the principal chemical periodi-
cals of the world.
The following list includes the most import-
ant sets of periodicals and publications of the
learned societies in our Library. Those
starred (*) are complete from the beginning.
Dates of the earliest volumes are given in
parentheses and each is continuous to the pres-
ent except in a few cases, marked with a dagger
(t). The figures in bold-faced type indicate the
indexes in the preceding. list which cover the
publication,
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American Architect (1887-) 1-2-6
Amer. Asso. for Advancement of Science, Proc.
(1848-) 5-6.
American Chemical Journal (1895-) 3-4-5-7-8.
American Engineer. . . & R. R. Journal (1897-)
1-2-4.
*American Journal of Science (1819-) 1-2-3-4-
5-6-7-8.
American Machinist (1883-) 1-2-4.
American Inst. of Electrical Engineers, Trans.
(1903-4; 1909-) ; Proc. (1905-08) 1-2-3-4-5.
*American Inst. of Mining Engineers (1871-)
1-2-4.
American Soc. of Civ'l Engineers, Trans. (1900,
1908-) 1-2-4.
*American Soc. of Mechanical Engineers ,Trans.
(1880-) 1-2-3-4-5.
Annales des Ponts et Chausses (1888-) 1-2-3-4.
*Annals of Mathematics (1884-) 5.
Brickbuilder (1900-) 1.
*British Association for Adv. of Science (1831-)
5.
*Bulletin Bureau of Standard, U. S. (1904-)
1-3-4-5-7-8.
Cassier's Magazine ( 1898- ) 1-2-3-4-5-6.
Chemisches Zentralblatt (1904-) 3-7.
Chemical News (1895-) 3-4-5-7-8.
Comptes Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences
(1887-) 1-2-3-4-5-7-8.
Deutsche Mechaniker-Zeitung (Suppl. to Instru-
mentenkunde) 3.
Electric Journal ( t1904-) 1-2-3-4.
Electrical Review, London (1890-) 1-2-3-4-5.
Electrical Review, Chicago (1897-) 1-2-3-4-5.
Electrical Engineer, London (t1889-1903) 1.
Electrical Engineer, N. Y. (1888-99) 1.
Electrical World ( 1893- ) 1-2-3-4-5.
Electrician, London (1901-) 1-2-3-4-5.
Electrotechnische Zeitschrift (1891-) 1-2-3-4-5.
Engineer, London (1856-69, 1876, 1895, 1904-)
1-2-3-4-5.
Engineering, London ( t1867-) 1-2-3-4-5.
Engineering and Mining Journal (1875-83;
1890-) 1-2-4.
Engineering Magazine (1891-) 1-2-3-4-6.
*Engineering Magazine, Van Nostrand's (1869-
1886) 1.
Engineering News (1885-) 1-2-3-4.
Engineering Record (1885-) 1-2-3-4.
*Forum (1886-) 6.
Gas Engine ( t1902-) 1-2-4.
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*Journal Western Soc. of Engineers (1896-)
1-2-3.
Journal American Chemical Soc. (1893-) 3-4-5-
7-8.
*Journal Association of Eng'g. Socs. (1881-)
1-2-3-4.
Journal Chemical Soc, London (1875-) 3-4-5-7-8.
Journal Franklin Institute (t1828-) 1-2-3-4-5-
6-8.
Journal Society of Chemical Industry (1904-)
3-4-5-7-8.
La Nature (1889-) 4-5.
Machinery (1896-) 1-2-4.
*Mathematische Annalen (1869-) 5.
*Messenger of Mathematics (1862-) 5.
Metallurgical and Chemical Eng'g. (1893-) 1-2-3.
Municipal Eng'g. (t1902-) 1-2-4.
Municipal Journal and Eng'r. (1910-) 1-2-3-4.
*Nature (1869-) 2-3-5.
*North American Review (1815-) 6.
Philosophical Magazine (1876-7; 1882-) 3-4-5-
7-8.
*Physical Review (1894-) 3-4-5.
Physikalische Zeitschrift (1905-) 3-4-5-7.
*Popular Science Monthly (1872-) 1-2-5-6.
Power (1894-) 1-2-3-4.
Practical Engineer, London (1910) 1-2-4.
*Quarterly Journal of Mathematics (1857-) 5.
Railway Age Gazette (1885-) 1-2-4.
*Royal Society of Edinburgh, Trans. (1783-)
3-4-5-7-8.
*Royal Society of London, Proc. 3-4-5-7-8.
*Royal Society of London, Trans. (1665-) 3-4-5-
7-8.
*Science (1883-) 3-6.
Science Abstracts (1901-) 2-3.
*Scientific American (1846-) 1-2-3-4-5.
Scientific American Supplement (1882-85;
1900-) 1-2-3-4-5.
*Scribner's Magazine (1887-) 6.
*Smithsonian Publications (1846-) 5.
*Technology Review (1899-) 16.
*University of Illinois, Eng'g. Bulletin (1904-)
13.
*Washington Academy of Science, Trans. (1899-)
5.
Zeitschrift fur Analytische Chemie (1892-)
3-4-5-7-8.
Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde (1885) 3-4-5.
Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure,(1899-) 1-2-3-4-5.
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GAUGING THE WABASH
THE Senior Civil Class, wishing to sustainits reputation for doing things, decided
to gauge the Wabash River to obtain the
stream flow. March 22nd was the day selected
from the 31 of that windy month, and we ven-
ture to say, that a windier one could not have
been chosen.
The method used was one recommended by
Prof. Thomas of the faculty, who is an enthu-
siast on hydraulics and water supply work.
Floats were sent down stream at dif-
ferent distances from the shore and careful ob-
servations were made on their location at given
intervals of time, by three transits stationed
on both shores. By this means the average
velocity of the floats was found.
The cross-section of the stream was obtained
by making soundings on lines perpendicular to
the established base line approximately four hun-
dred feet apart. With this data given, the quan-
tity of water flowing was readily determined: it
was found to be 6630 cubic feet per second.
When the noon hour arrived our mid-day
meal was served on the lee side of the river.
Mesdames Thomas and Stephenson appeared on
the scene with a basket filled with "abundant
promises." Hot coffee was served much to the
satisfaction of all.
The test was not as satisfactory as might
have been the case had the wind and waves not
been so high.
Gauging of the Wabash has not been regu-
larly undertaken by the Civil classes, this being
the first one since 1896.
The benefit derived from this little excursion
is not to be underestimated and we desire to
express our thanks to Prof. Thomas for his
enthusiastic support.
Prof. Thomas has kindly prepared the ac-
companying diagram which gives the complete
data and results of the river gauging. The
value of total flow of river should read 6630
cu. ft. per second instead of 6516 as given on
the diagram.
FLOAT GAUGING OF
WABASH R/VER
AT A PO/NT4'M/L[ BELOW FORT HARP/SON, TERRE HAUTE, /ND.Made by the Senior (-Iva Engineers , Rose Polytechnic Institute,
March 22, /3//
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P/A/AL RESULTS •
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MAP SHOWING
SOUNDINGS AND FLOATS
1/00'
Sounding.5 0 6'3 Floats ---0-
Stations I and 2 were established 400'apart
on the east bank and soundings were taken
Opposite each of these stations, being located
by transits at Stab I, 2, and3 
Floats were sent down in various threads of
the stream and were located by the three trans-
its at intervals of one minute. ,
A map was plotted to a sca/e of 1-30, from
which the distances and velocities shown in
the following fable 'were scaled
The velocity of each float was corrected fly,
Francis' formula - = ef - 0. //6(A:f_ ,
where is the observed velocity ofihes flea , kis
the corrected velocity of the float, F's the length
of the float, anal is the depth of the stream.
Soundings floats
...Sta.! St .2
float
Neon
do/from
!bank
/lean
velocity
ft/sec 
Mean
dept/id
stream
Corr
velocity
ft/sec
Depth Did /am
flunk
Depth
JEhank
is/from
5.5 3 0.0 0 3.0 e 1.79 /1.0 1.64
/3.0 /5 8.0 4- 6.0 /7 2.23 /4.5 2./3
15.5 .33 15.0 19 /0.0 22 2.22 /5./ 2/0
/50 50 14-.0 39 /1.9 42 2.2/ 14.7 2/i
/40 64 10.0 97 9.0 89 2.22 10.8 2/4
/2.0 82 7.5 /85 6-.0 /04 2.40 /0.4 2.24
8.5 171 6.0 264 7.0 I/O 2.32 /0.2 2.20
6.0 232 5.0 335 5.0 223 1.91 65 /83
4.5 3/3 4.5 350 4.5 305 /.70 5./ / 66
4.0 362 4.0 449 4.0 374 /25 4.2 /23
3.0 4/4 3.5 484 3.0 382 /35 4.1 1.28
3.0 487 0.0 522 2.0 4-93 1.29 3.3 /2/
0.0 503 1.0 509 0.99 1.2 0.94
CURVES SHOWING
DEPTH, VELOC/TY, AND DISCHARGE
Scales- 1/nit rectangle-' depth-24-1,11/sec discharge,
depth-2A, width -SO depth- 0.2 ft/sec. ye/0dt,',
area-/00 s9. //section , area 1,00cusfifsec a'iseharge
The depth and velocity curves were plotted from
the data in the above table
The ordinates of the discharge curve ore the pro-
ducts of the correspond.ng ordinates of /he depth
and velocity curves as shown in the following 'able
l'rtica/s/rip Depth X-/. Disc
0 - / 5 90 1.00 900
15 - SO /4.5 2/3 3/55
50 - /00 14.7 2./7 25.40
/00 - /50 9.7 2./6 20 95
/50 - 200 8./ /.96 1586
200 - 250 6.5 / . 83 1/.90
250-300 5.6 1.74 .975
300-350 4.8 1.56 7.98
350-400 4.2 1.26 5.29
400-450 3.5 1.25 4.37
450-500 3.5 /.22 427
SOO -.5/3 /.0 /.50 /.00
Notes. Average time of gaug'ng 2.30RN/Yarc 22,2/
24 11/ealner cold, stiff breeze frorv northwest.
Reading 0/river gauge at Fonda/it bridge,/erre Ifavte = 2.'2
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Dr. White and Mr. Stephenson attended a
meeting of the Indiana Section, American
Chemical Society, at Indianapolis the 25th ult.
Dr. Mees left for New York and other East-
ern cities the 25th ult. and returned the 241 inst.
R. F. Reinhardt, '11, spent the week end with
home folks at Owensboro, Ky., recently.
M. G. Welsh, '11, visited friends at Worth-
ington recently.
Chas. F. Werst, '11, is confined in a hospital
at his home, Louisville, Ky., suffering from an
attack of typhoid fever.
We desire to express our hope that Mr.
Werst will soon be restored to health.
A jig by Weaver, '11, was a special feature at
the Journal Review class recently. Hexamethy-
lenetetramine started it.
H. F. Jones returned home shortly after the
mid-term exams, to recuperate after the strenu-
ous work-out.
The Senior chemists had their final exams on
March 30th and 31st. The subject matter for
these exams embraces all chemical theory and
practice studied during the four years' course.
,fc•clobo
C. E. Downson, of the Westinghouse Co., was
at the Institute on the 4th inst. for the purpose
of securing Seniors to take the apprenticeship
course after graduation.
The 1911 catalogs have been received and are
ready for distribution.
Baker, Bradford and Christopher of the
Senior class have accepted positions with the
Westinghouse Co., at Pittsburg. They will take
up the work immediately after graduation.
Henry W. Ker, '11, spent Sunday, April 2nd,
with home folks at Indianapolis.
E. L. Ferrell, '11, spent Saturday and Sunday
with H. 0. Wimsett, '11, at Newport, Ind.
The "Book of Rules" has been distributed and
Dr. Mees says that now "Ignorance of the Law
excuses no man."
The Junior and Senior chemists attended
"The Sweetest Girl in Paris" in a body.
C. E. Bell visited home folks at Paducah, Ky.,
from the 7th to the 10th inst.
Headley, '13, visited home folks at Palestine,
Ill., on the 8th and 9th inst.
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Rev. C. R. Parker of the First Baptist
church, gave a lecture before the Y. M. C. A.
at the Heminway Home April 7th. The sub-
ject of the lecture was "The Law of Truth."
This was the first of a series of three lectures.
The Freshman chemists and the chemists of
the upper classes will play a game of baseball.
The game no doubt will be very interesting if
not from a scientific standpoint.
Derr, '13, is making a large Sigma Nu in-
signia, which is to be illuminated by numerous
electric lights. The emblem is of wood, measures
about two and a half feet across, and will be
complete even to the carved snake in the center.
The orchestra has been strengthened lately
by the addition of a double bass and a French
horn, and is said by cGibney to be in better
shape now than it has been for years.
Newlin, '13, spent Sunday, April 9th, with
his folks at Hutsonville, Ill.
 
 000 
THESIS SUBJECTS.
THE following are the theses subjects chosenby the Seniors. These subjects may be
slightly changed:
"Wagner Single Phase Series Motor Test and
Hedesign"—Baker, Bradford and Christopher.
"The Design, Construction and Test of Series
Transformers"—Barrett and Harries.
"Electrical Properties of Bi-metallic Wires,
with Special Reference to the Skin-Effect for
Alternating Currents of Various Frequencies"
—Bell and Kornfeld.
"Comparative Test of Interurban Cars in
Local and Limited Service between Sullivan and
Terre Haute"—Black, W. H. Evans, Kaufman
and Maddex.
"Design of Single Span Three-hinged Steel
Arch over the Wabash River at Hutsonville,
Ills."—Buckner, D. G. Evans and Tilley.
"The Effect of Reversal of Stress in Rein-
forced Concrete"—Coffey and Newhart.
"The Determination of the Co-efficient of
P ischarge through standard Valves"—Corlyn
and Offutt.
"Sanitary Survey of the Water Supplied to
the City of Terre Haute"—Clore and Weaver.
"Design of a Double Track Swing Bridge
for Vandalia R. R. across the Wabash River"
—Ducey and Johnson.
"Estimate of the Cost and Design of Pro-
posed Highway Improvements and Overhead
Bridges at Newport, Ind."—Ferrell and Wim-
sett.
"Test to Determine the Effect of the Size
of the Exhaust Nozzle on the Efficiency of the
Locomotive Engine"—Fitzpatrick, Nicholson,
Voelker and Wyeth.
"Design of a Library for Rose Polytechnic
Institute"—Garst Bros. and Shook.
"Comparison of Cost and Design of Water
Supply System for West Terre Haute"—
Hoffner, McKee and Owen.
"Comparison of Methods used for the Deter-
mination of Formaldehyde"—Hayman.
"Efficiency Test of Water Softeners of the
Vandalia Railroad"—Heppner.
"Test of Vandalia Power Plant"—Jones, Mc-
Daniel and Wallace.
Comparative Designs and Estimate of Cost of
Proposed Shops for Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute"—Ker and Mees.
"Generator Harmonics"—Reinhardt.
"Efficiency Test on Gas Heaters at the Gas
Office of the Terre Haute Gas Co."—Watts and
Welsh.
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THE base ball season is here and the teamis well prepared for the first game. The
weather has been unusually good this spring for
outside practice, the men being able to get on
the diamond much earlier than usual. With a
large squad of candidates and the several prac-
tice games, Captain Shook has had no trouble
in picking what looks like a winning team. With
a few exceptions the line-up will be the same as
last year. Byers at first base and Kelley at
short stop are the only new men. Byers is a
sophomore and it was only this year that he
discovered he could play first base. He is a
good fielder but a better hitter, batting from the
left side of the plate. Kelley is a freshman who
has played quite a bit of amateur ball. He is
an exceptionally good fielder, but probably is
not as good a hitter as some of the other mem-
bers of the team. Capt. Shook has announced
the line-up for the game with Indiana, which is
the first of the season. It is as follows:
Lawler, c; Nehf, Barrett, p; Byers, 1st base;
Bradford, 2nd base; Kelley, short stop; Shook,
3rd base; Hoffner, if; Wyeth, cf ; Buckner rf.
Nehf will start the game in the pitcher's box.
Buckner and Hoffner will exchange places this
year, Hoffner going to left and Buckner to right
field. Shook thinks this combination will work
better. Manager Baker can carry eleven players
this year as there is no coach. Ten of these are
already placed as shown in the line-up given,
Barrett as an extra pitcher making the tenth
man. For the eleventh place there is a warm
fight. Watts is a first baseman and can play
second base also; Stoms is a catcher and first
baseman; Floyd, Fishback and Lammers can
play infield or outfield. Deming is also a
strong candidate for first base. There is one
good thing, there will be plenty of men to fill
thf shoes next year of some of the present sen-
ior members of the team.
000 
REPRESENTATIVES of Rose Poly,Earlham, DePauw, Butler and Franklin
met in Indianapolis recently for the purpose
of limiting the cost of officials for foot ball
games played between members of the Indiana
College Athletic League. Wabash and Hanover
failed to send representatives. At this meeting
it was decided to do away with the field judge
in these games. The chief duty of the field
judge is to see that the end is not interfered
with for the first twenty yards in running down
under punts. The rule prohibiting interference
within this twenty yards will be done away with
when members of the I. C. A. L. meet for foot
ball. By thus eliminating one of the officials,
the expense can be greatly reduced.
The expense for any official will be limited to
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fifteen dollars and his expenses. In some of the
games in previous years the officials have cost
more than a hundred dollars.
Each member of the league will recommend
several college men and their alumni whom they
think capable of acting as officials. Professor
Moran, of Purdue, has been named referee and
will decide all controversies as to officials, nam-
ing them when two schools are unable to decide
for themselves.
President Kelley, of Earlham, was the insti-
gator of this movement and has played a large
part in bringing about this meeting. Coach
Thistlethwaite, of Earlham, has already named
the men he thinks as capable of being officials;
Hugh Lawrence, an ex-Earlham athlete; Roy
Horton, athletic director of the Y. M. C. A. at
Richmond; P. Bruner, an ex-member and cap-
tain of the Earlham foot ball team.
 000 
SINCE printing the base ball schedule inthe last Technic there have been some
changes made and it would probably be in place
to print the revised list this month.
April 15—I. U. at Bloomington.
April 19—I. S. N. at Rose.
April 21—Purdue at Lafayette.
April 22—Wabash at Rose.
April 25—DePauw at Greencastle.
April 27—Hanover at Rose.
April 28—E. I. S. N. at Charleston.
May 4—Wabash at Crawfordsville.
May 6—I. S. N. at Parsons Field.
May 12—Moores Hill at Rose.
May 17—E. I. S. N. at Rose.
May 19—I. U. at Rose.
May 24—Earlham at Richmond.
May 27—DePauw at Rose.
May 30—I. S. N. on neutral grounds.
June 3—Earlham at Rose.
On May 20th the Indiana State High School
meet will be held on Rose Campus.
 000 
AT a recent meeting of the Athletic Board,W. W. Reddie, 1911, was elected basket-
ball manager for 1911-1912. Reddie was as-
sistant under Manager Buckner this year. H.
0. Kelley, 1913, was elected assistant track
manager.
000
THREE practice games, two won and one
lost, have been played by the base ball
team. The first was one against a team com-
posed of town ball players who get try outs in
professional ball this spring. Nehf started to
pitch but was wild and was relieved by Tommy
Barrett in the first inning. Tommy held the
leaguers scoreless for nine innings, allowing five
hits. Shook used twelve players in the game. A
good idea of the game can be had from the score:
Rose Poly AB R H PO A E
Lawler, c 4 0 0 10 2 0
Bradford, 2b  4 0 1 0 1 0
Wyeth, cf 4 1 1 0 0 0
Buckner, If 4 0 2 0 0 1
Shook, 3b 4 0 0 3 5 0
Kelley, ss 4 1 1 0 0 0
Floyd, rf 2 0 0 0 0 0
Fishback, rf 1 0 0 1 0 0
Deming, lb 0 0 0 3 0 0
Watts, lb 1 0 0 5 0 0
Stoms, lb i 0 1 4 0 0
Barrett, p 3 0 0 1 10 0
Nehf, p 0 0 0 0 0 0
— — — — — —
Totals 32 2 6 27 18 1
All Leagues AB R H PO A E
Lindley, rf 4 0 0 1 1 0
Tipton, ss 3 0 0 0 1 1
F. Kyle, 3b 3 0 1 1 0 0
R. Kyle, lf 4 0 1 2 0 0
Bonham, lb  4 0 1 10 1 0
Thomas, 2b  4 0 0 3 3 0
Withrow, cf 3 0 0 6 0 0
Fegley, c 3 0 0 1 0 0
Pfirman, p 2 0 1 0 3 1
Kline, p 1 0 1 0 2 0
— — — — —
Totals 31 0 5 24 11 2
Rose 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0*-2
Leaguers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
Summary—Two base hits: Sto-vs. 13uckr..ar,
Pfirman, Kline. Bases on balls: Off Nehf 2, off
Barrett 2, off Pfirman 1, off Kline 1. Struck out:
By Barrett 10, by Kline 1. Innings pitched: By
Nehf 1-3, by Pfirman 6.
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JHE second practice game was the best of thethree. It took thirteen innings to settle
the affair, the final score being 3 to 2 in favor
of Rose. "Goat" Kelley broke up the game in
the thirteenth inning by getting a hit to center
field, Hoffner scoring.
Nehf and Barrett both worked in the pitch-
ers box, Nehf the first six innings and Tommy
the last seven. The Vandalia team secured only
five hits off of the two, while Rose got six off of
Steidel who worked the whole game for the
Vandalias. Kelley scored the first run for Rose
in the fifth inning. Barrett allowed two hits in•
the seventh and with two errors the Vans scored
two runs. From then on Tommy pitched good
ball. Floyd scored the tying run in the eighth.
In the thirteenth with two out Hoffner got on
base and stole second.
Score:
Rose
Kelley's hit scored him.
AB R H PO A E
Lawler, c 5 0 0 13 2 0
Shook, 3b 6 0 1 2 0 1
Wyeth, cf 6 0 0 3 0 0
Hoffner, rf 5 1 1 2 0 0
Fishback, lf 3 0 0 2 0 0
Kelley, ss 6 1 2 2 2 0
Byers, lb 5 0 0 4 8 0
Stoms, lb 2 0 0 3 0 0
Watts, lb 0 0 0 3 0 0
Floyd, 2b 5 1 1 4 1 1
Nehf, p z 0 0 0 6 0
Barrett, p 2 0 1 1 9 0
— —
—
Totals 47 3 6 39 28 2
Vandalias AB R H PO A E
Grafe, ss 3 1 0 1 3 1
Hunson, rf 5 1 1 2 0 6
Farr, if 5 0 0 0 0 1
Bussing, cf 5 0 2 2 0 0
Henderson, lb 5 0 0 13 0 0
Smitz, 3b 5 0 1 2 2 0
Mohan, c 5 0 0 11 3 0
McLaughlin, 2b 5 0 0 5 2 0
Steidel, p 5 0 1 2 8 0
— — — — — —
Totals 43 2 5 *38 18 2
*Two out when winning run was scored.
Rose 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1-3
Vandalia  0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0-2
Summary—Two base hit: Kelley. Stolen bases:
Hoffner 4, Fishback. Struck-out: By Nehf 6, by
Barrett 4, by Steidel 9. Hit by pitcher, Wyeth,
Floyd. Sacrifice hits: Shook, Hoffner. Time 2:20.
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THE game with the Terre 
Haute Central
League team "Colts" was more of a
farce than a base ball game. Every one seemedl
to have stage fright, eight errors coupled with
nine hits gave the Terre Haute team ten runs.
Let it be said, though, that Rose Poly was not
nearly so much outclassed as the score might in-
dicate. Under ordinary conditions the result
would have been much closer. Nehf started the
game allowing six runs and five hits. Barrett
replaced him in the fifth. The first inning was
the worst, a combination of "boots" and hits
allowing four runs. The score tells the best
story:
Terre Haute AB R H PO A E
Haase, ss 2 1 1 1 0 1
M. Nye, 2b 3 2 1 5 2 0
Lanning, lf 3 1 1 4 0 0
Hargrove, c 4 0 0 5 3 1
F. Kyle, 3b 4 1 0 1 3 0
R. Kyle, cf 3 3 2 2 0 0
K. Nye, lb 2 0 0 9 2 0
Pierson, rf 3 0 2 0 0 1
Rajahn, p 1 0 0 0 1 0
Summers, p 2 1 1 0 2 0
Smith, p 1 1 1 0 0 0
— — 
— — 
— —
Totals 28 10 9 27 13 3
Rose AB R H PO A E
Lawler, c 5 0 2 4 3 2
Bradford, 2b 4 1 0 3 0 0
Wyeth, cf 4 0 2 2 0 1
Hoffner, if 4 0 0 1 0 0
Shook, 3b 4 0 1 0 1 1
Kelley, ss 2 1 1 3 3 0
Byers, lb 1 0 0 6 1 0
Deming, lb 1 0 1 4 0 0
Barrett, rf & p 4 0 0 0 4 3
Nehf, p & rf 3 0 0 0 3 1
Floyd, rf 0 0 0 0 0 0
— — —
Totals 30 2 7 *23 15 8
*K. Nye out on infield fly.
Terre Haute 4 0 0 2 1 0 2 1 *-10
Rose 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0-2
Summary—Two base hits: Shook, Deming. Bases
on balls: Off Nehf 4, off Rojahn 1, off Summers 1,
off Barrett 2, off Smith 2. Struck out: By Nehf 1,
by Rojahn 7, by Summers 2, by Smith 1, by Barrett
2. Sacrifice hits: M. Nye 2, Hargrove, Lawler,
Haase, K. Nye, Lamming. Stolen bases: M. Nye, R.
Kyle, Laming 2, Bradford, Wyeth 2, Lawler, Kelley
2. Double plays: Kelley to Byers, F. Kyle to K.
Nye. Time: 2 hours. Umpire—Pfirman,
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Thomas (To Freshmen Civils)—"In setting
up I always plant my legs firmly in the ground.(Referring to a transit) !"
* * * *
Wickersham (Before reading mid-term grades
to. Freshmen)—"I think I shall give you some-
thing easy for the rest of the term so that there
will be a few left to take Sophomore work next
year."
* * •
"There goes a young fellow with an interest-ing history," said the bookseller.
"You don't say so," said a customer. "How
do you know?"
"I just sold it to him."
* * * *
Wicky—"Where do you find this form of the
verb?"
Shabo—"In the book."
Kornfeld (Reading advertisement—"Uneeda
Biscuit."
Bringman (Absent-mindedly)—"Yes, but I
need a wienerwurst."
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"I understand that in some cities votes recent-
ly sold as low as $1," said a Jew.
"Yes," said the ward-heeler, "and if we had
a little more time we would have marked them
down to 98 cents."
* * * *
Beany—"Say, Tommie, lend me an
Hardman—"Would if I could, old kid, but
there is an algebraic difficulty in the way."
Beany—"What is it?"
Hardman—"An X stands for an unknown
quantity."
* * * *
Newhart ( Soliloquizing at 2 :30 A. M.)—
"Now I lay me down to rest,
For tomorrow's awful test.
If I should die before I wake
I'll have no more exams to take."
A Black Hand Society telegraphed to a man
—"Send us $5,000 or we will kidnap your
The husband wired: "Price too high, but your
proposition interests me."
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Bud—"Hoff, what is the most nervous thing
in the world next to a girl."
Hoff—"Me—next to a girl."
* * * *
Hansen (Translating German)—"And from
this cow I can surely get milk, butter and
COFFEE."
* * * *
Garst—"Oh, well, successful men are natural-
ly bald."
Shook—"How's that?"
Garst—"They always come out on top."
* * * *
A FLUNKER'S PRAYER.
When in exams on Modern French
A culprit failed a thought to wrench
From out the vacuum neath his hair
He blushed and wrote this flunker's prayer:
(Before Exam.)
"0, Lord of Host! Be with me yet
Lest I forget, lest I forget."
(After Exam.)
"The Lord of Host was with me not,
For I forgot, for I forgot."
Then like a rooster gone to rest
His chin sank down upon his breast.
His fists in his jeans he plunked,
And like a bashful chicken, flunked.
* * * *
She—"If you had to choose between me and
a million dollars which would you take."
He—"I'd take the million, after that you
would be easy."
* * * *
She was a girl at Vassar,
He a Princeton man.
And during the new Post-season
They gathered a coat of tan,
Which caused unlimited wonder.
People cried: "What a disgrace !"
For each of the pair was sunburned
On opposite sides of the face.
* * * *
Reilly—"Krieg, what is a metrical romance?"
Krieger—"A gas bill, usually."
•
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"Oh," she whispered when he slipped the en-
gagement ring on her tapering finger, "how
sweet of you to remember my favorite stone.
None of the others were so thoughtful."
He was staggered for a moment but soon
came back with: "Not at all, dear, you overrate
me. I have always used this one."
* * *
Hoff—"Why not give me your reply? It's
not fair to keep me in suspense."
Queen—"But think of the time you have kept
me in suspense!"
* * * *
Baker—"Say, Nibs, is there any other cure
for snake bite besides whiskey?"
Barrett—"Who cares whether there is or
not?"
* * * *
Hoffner—"When she wasn't looking I kissed
her."
Bud—"What did she do?"
Hoff—"She refused to look at me the rest of
the evening."
* * * *
Jo Jo—"If you apply heat to rubber tubing
it will get stronger."
Lawler—"That's the reason it stinks, isn't
it?"
* * *
Fishback, bidding the fair one good-night,
finally mustered up courage and shyly said,
"May I kiss you?"
"Surely !" said the young lady.
"Aw, go on, I was only foolin," blushingly
said Fishback as he beat a hasty retreat.
* * * *
Beck—"They say that a person can't live on
love but I disagree because I am sure I can live
on my love."
Krieger—"How's that?"
Beck—"She's worth a million."
* * * *
Mac—"Now if you pass a plane
Freshman—"Send along a saw and chisel
also,"
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Knippy—"How do you increase the heat of
a stove?"
Savant—"Put in more coal of course."
"No, you make it hotter."
* * * *
Jo Jo in Light—"We now take up the study of
the Fraunhofer lines in the spectrum of the sun.
These lines obtain their name from Fraunhof
their inventor."
* * * *
Jackie—"You will notice that the end of the
eccentric rod moves in a figure eight but that
doesn't cut any figure."
* * * *
Freshman (Reading poster)—" 'Nother
Modulus dance 'Sans Pareil.' "
Second Freshman—"What does 'Sans Pareil'
mean?"
First—"Without clothes."
Bringman—"Give me two tickets please."
* * * *
HEARD IN FOUNDRY.
"Say, Tommy, what have you got in that
pipe, a rope or an onion?"
Adams, in French—"But as soon as he looked
into the orifice of the cannon
• • * •
Wicky—"I wish I knew where we could get
a picture of such a steam engine."
"There is a model downstairs."
Wicky—"In the Machine Design room?
Bless you, I have looked at that for forty years."
* * * *
Wood (Translating in French)—"With a
fourth thrust thru his belly
Wicky—"Good ! Fine !"
ff
5,
Newlin, translating "beau-frere" (brother-in-
law)—"Beautiful brother !"
* * * *
O'Connell—"Say, kid, lend me your hat, I
want to get warm."
"How will my hat make you warm?"
O'Connell—"Why, it's got a stove in the
top."
* * * *
Cronin, in Calculus—"What is the matter,
Brennan?"
Brennan—"Brennan is tired of foolishness."
* * * *
Lochminger—"Now I have here an unequaled
proposition. I sign this check for five dollars
ff
Baines—"Hey, Ferd, got that forty cents
yet?"
We wonder if "Cookie" doesn't know a little
bit more about North Poles since Electricity
exam.
Important announcement is made to all mem-
bers, that the Sun-Dodgers Tennis Club will
soon begin to hold regular meetings.
• * * *
Herb. Smith, translating in French—"Anne
of Ostrich responded with a smile."
* * * *
Sibley—"Specific gravity is the ratio of a
weight of a body to water."
Wischy—"How much water?"
• Sibley—"A gallon, I guess."
* * * *
Brewer, to Hath—"Hey ! that ain't right."
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ELEMENTS OF GRAPHIC STATICS
AND OF GENERAL GRAPHIC
METHODS.
By William Ledyard Cathcart and J. Irwin
Chaffee. New York, D. Van Nostrand Co.
Cloth pp. 312, 159 Illustrations.
Price $3.00 net.
THIS book is an extension of lectures givenby the authors at Webb's Academy and
Columbia University, and is intended for a
guide for students in Mechanical and Marine
Engineering. The first chapter takes up Grap-
hic Arithmetic, addition, multiplication, powers
and roots, etc., while in the second chapter
graphic solutions of areas are discussed. As the
author says: "Graphic Arithmetic in its general
application to the computation of values of any
character, does not form a part of Graphic
Statics proper; in its special uses in calculations
relating to prices, it is, however, an essential
branch of that science."
Thus the first two chapters lay a foundation
for the better understanding of the rest of the
subject as well as being an essential thing to
know.
The third and fourth chapters start the
graphical treatment of moments and this leads
up to the applications of applied mechanics,
where beams and trusses are treated. The
chapter on roof trusses and cantilevers covers
the field very well, with the exception of knee
brace problems. If the knee brace problem had
been taken up and treated as clearly as the
balance of the problems it would have formed a
valuable addition' to the book.
The chapter on bridge trusses treats of wheel
loads and devotes considerable space to the
method of influence lines. Counter-bracing is
taken up in this chapter, but portal bracing
problems are omitted.
The last chapters cover friction of bearings
and joints, and the stresses in shafting. Many
interesting examples are worked out. Most of
the examples worked out in the book are of ap-
plied statics instead of pure statics, differing in
this respect from most text books. This tends
to make the book interesting for self study as
well as for a text book in schools. The book will
prove itself to be well worth the purchase price
to any student at Rose. —Henry W. Ker
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AN INVESTIGATION OF BUILT-UP
COLUMNS UNDER LOAD.
BULLETIN No. 44, of the Engineerin
g
Experiments Station of the University
of Illinois, describes a series of investigations
made by A. N. Talbot, Professor of Municipal
and Sanitary Engineering, and Herbert F.
Moore, Asst. Prof. in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics. The investigation was taken up
with a view of determining experimentally:
(1) Something of the way in which compress-
ive stresses in built-up columns vary over the
cross section of the channels or other component
parts and throughout their length; (2) Some-
thing of the amount and distribution of stress
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in the lattice bars of columns, and also the
action of similar bars under separate tests with
similar conditions of fastening and eccentricity;
and (3) the general relation which exists be-
tween the component parts and the column as a
whole. The investigation differs from the usual
tests of columns, where the main purpose is to
determine the ultimate strength of the column
and the effect of length, in that emphasis is
placed on measuring the distribution and range
of stress over the various parts of the columns.
The principal tests were made on the follow-
ing compression pieces: (a) a steel column built
up of angles, plates, and lattice bars, all the
parts being light with respect to the size of the
column; (b) four wrought-iron bridge posts
which had seen long service in a bridge truss;
and (c) three posts and a top chord in a rail-
road bridge under service. The tests of (a) and
(b) were made in a testing machine, for (c) a
locomotive and cars formed the load. The auxi-
liary tests which were made on lattice bars and
other parts have an important bearing in con-
nection with the design of columns.
It is well known that built-up compression
pieces (whether long or short) are not perfect,
the natural imperfections of the component
parts being increased in the process of fabrica-
tion. To non-homogenity of-structure and lack
of straightness in the component angle or chan-
nel are added such further imperfections as
kinds and eccentric connections of parts, which
go to increase the opportunities for local flexure
in the component parts and for flexural stresses
in the column as a whole. An attempt has been
made in these tests to measure the deformations
in the presence of such conditions, and to find
the general distribution of stress. In view of
the many limitations surrounding such tests, the
results are to be taken as suggestive and qualita-
tive, and not as exact determinations.—Univer-
sity of Illinois Bulletin.
FREIGHT CAR TRUCK EXPERIMENTS
THE Railway Age Gazette of March 24,1911, contains a complete description,
fully illustrated by photographs and curves of
a series of tests made by Prof. L. E. Endsly, of
Purdue University, at Granite City, Ill., for
the American Steel Foundry Co., of the friction
of freight car trucks on curves. The purpose
of the tests was to determine the difference in
frictional resistance of loose and square trucks,
a loose truck being one in which the side frames
are free to move forward and backward parallel
to each other, allowing the wheels on one side
to get ahead of the wheels on the other side of
the truck in going around a curve. A square
truck is one in which some form of construction
is employed to hold the side frame from moving
forward and backward, not allowing the wheels
on one side to get ahead of those on the other
side, and in this manner holding the truck
square.
The tests were conducted on a piece of ex-
perimental track located at the plant of the
American Steel Foundries. The track consist-
ed of an incline having a drop of 36 feet, a
short tangent of about 30 feet, a 22 degree
curve of 303.3 feet, having a radius of 262
feet, the outer rail being raised 41/2
 
inches
above the inner, a tangent of 257.2 feet and
an incline having a vertical rise of about 20
feet, and an inclineshrdluetaoinmfwyp wyp pp
feet. The gauge of the track was 4 ft. 8 1-2
inches on tangent and 4 ft. 9 inches on curves.
Different types of freight car trucks and dif-
ferent modifications of the same type of truck
were tested. The :trucks tested were taken •
from under cars in regular service owned by
13 representative railways. Some 24 trucks
were tested, including 6 specially constructed
test trucks. All trucks were taken from 100,-
000 lb. capacity cars with one exception.
The important conclusion reached as a re-
sult of the experiments with a truck on a curve
is that the resistance increases as the trucks get
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out of square, and, therefore, that type of truck
which is provided with means for preventing
the truck sides from shifting with respect to each
other will run with less resistance than that
which allows the wheels to jam on the curve as a
result of the shifting of the truck sides.
The diagrams bring out the fact that the re-
sistance was not materially affected until the
truck was at least 1 inch out of square. When
this figure reached 11/2 in. the increase in resis-
tance was 10 lbs. per ton more than offered
when the trucks were out of square 1/2 inch or
less, so that there seems to be a point somewhere
near 1 inch beyond which the resistance per ton
is materially increased.—Railway Age Gazette.
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MALLET LOCOMOTIVE WITH ARTI-
CULATED BOILER REBUILT FROM
OLD POWER.
By M. H. HAIG.
(Mechanical Engineer, Atchison, iopeka & Santa Fe).
THE demand for larger power units, due totraffic conditions, raises a question as to
the disposition of the older and smaller locomo-
tives. New locomotives are often introduced in
large numbers, leaving the older and smaller
ones for use on branch lines, or to be scrapped
or sold. The Mallet principle of locomotive de-
sign not only provides a power unit of large ca-
pacity easily controlled by the usual crew, but
is further peculiarly adapted to the disposition
of the old power. By combining two locomo-
tives, each of which were formerly mounted on a
single set of drivers into one Mallet locomotive
mounted on two sets of drivers, or by adding a
new front section to an existing locomotive, the
old power is absorbed and larger power is pro-
vided without causing a surplus of old power ,to
be disposed of at a loss. This principle possesses
still further merit in that the larger power thus
obtained is served by existing standard repair
parts.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe has re-
cently converted two Prairie type freight loco-
motives into a single Mallet locomotive. It was
designed in the office of the mechanical engineer
and was built in the company's shops at Topeka,
Kan. Experience in its construction and care-
ful investigation into the assignment of power
affected by the introduction of Mallet locomo-
tives have demonstrated that the conversion of
the old locomotives is more satisfactory and
more economical than combining two existing
locomotives into a single Mallet. Combining
two locomotives depletes the total of locomo-
tives in service, whereas, the addition of a front
section increases the capacity of each locomotive
converted without affecting the number and the
older power is well disposed of. The cost of a
new front section is considerably less than that
of a complete locomotive. Therefore, adding a
front section to an existing locomotive is more
economical than combining two existing locomo-
tives. As a result of this experience 14 locomo-
tives are being converted to the Mallet type by
the addition of front sections, the work of con-
version being done at the company's shops.
The experimental Mallet locomotive rebuilt
from two existing locomotives is in service and
possesses several features of interest. The loco-
motives selected for rebuilding were two made
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, equipped
with Vauclain compound cylinders, and needing
new cylinders and general repairs. In the con-
struction of the Mallet locomotive the old
frames, wheels, boxes, valve motion, machinery,
etc., were used. The old firebox and boiler were
mounted on the rear section of the locomotive
and new cylinders 24 in. in diameter, respective-
ly, were mounted on the rear and forward sec-
tions.
The greater steam capacity to meet the re-
quirements of the single large locomotive was
provided by the addition of a feed water heater,
a superheater for the high pressure cylinders,
and a re-heater for the low pressure cylinders.
The superheater and re-heater are of the Jacobs
type and include two drums containing a number
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of fire tubes. The hot gases pass through the
tubes and the steam passes through the drums
around the tubes. being directed over the surfaces
of the tubes in thin streams by baffle plates
properly arranged. The superheater is in the
rear section of the boiler in the part constitut-
ing the smokebox of the old boiler. The re-
heater is in the forward boiler section, just
back of the feed water heater. Between the
super-heater and the front flue sheet of the boil-
er is a working space 23 in. long for working
on the flue ends. Access to this space is provid-
ed by a manhole in the boiler sheet. A similar
working space 27 1-2 in. long is arranged be-
tween the re-heater and the back flue sheet of
the feed water heater.
The superheaters were described on page 814
of the Railway Age Gazette for October, 1909.
The superheater drum is 28 7-8 in. long by 60
in. in diameter. It contains 324 flues 2 1-4 in.
in diameter, the flues and drum providing a
heating surface of 484.6 sq. ft. The re-heater
is 61 7-8 in. long by 60 in. in diameter and con-
tains 336 flues, 2 1-4 in. in diameter, providing
a total heating surface of 1,063 sq. ft. The
ends o,f the flues in both the superheater and the
re-heater are welded by the autogenous process.
The feed water heater is of the usual form ap-
plied to a number of Mallet locomotives. It
contains 303 flues 2 1-4 in. in diameter and 12
f t. 1 in. long, providing a heating surface of
2,216.54 sq, ft. The total heating surface of
the firebox, boiler, flues, superheater, re-heater
and feed water heater is 7,507 sq. ft.
The unique feature of the locomotive is the
flexible joint permitting the articulation of the
boiler, permitting the forward section of the
boiler to move contiguously with the forward
wheel section. The locomotive has been in ser-
vice several months and the performance of the
joint has proved satisfactory. By providing
an articulated joint in the boiler and by sup-
porting the boiler rigidly on the forward frames
the clearance limits of its front end are material-
ly reduced. The method of supporting the
boiler is also more satisfactory than with the
rigid boiler that swings independently of the
forward frames. The arrangement of the steam
pipes is much less complicated than with the
rigid boiler.—Railway Age Gazette, Feb. 10,
1911.
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At MOLORAPTE l="112_ICE
In selecting an establishment to do your Cleaning, your first thought is, DO THEY
TURN OUT FIRST-CLASS WORK, AND ARE THEY RELIABLE?
We answer this by referring you to any of our customers.
On Either Phone.
nOat,inOb
For COLLEGE AND
SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS
WE
MAKE A SPECIALTY
OF
HALFTONES :: COLOR PLATES
ZINC ETCHINGS, DESIGNING, ETC
For College and High School Annuals and Periodicals.
Also fine copper plate and steel die embossed
stationery, such as Commencement Invita-
tions, Visiting Cards, Fraternity
Stationery, Etc.
ftiffiirb Ettgrauing &twang
Artists :: Engravers :: Electrotypers :: Engravings for
College and School Publications a Specialty
CENTURY BUILDING INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
13 0 N
AT THE BIG FOUR TAILORING
CO.'S STORE, 629 N. 7th St.
You get your Clothes made to suit• you.
NEW STORE, NEW GOODS, NEW STYLES,
TAILORED BY MECHANICS.
Repairing and Pressing neatly done. Always
welcome.
IP'. J. CE,ARIst, Mgr.
TECHNIC READERS
The prosperity of the Tech-
nic depends to a large ex-
tent upon our advertisers
PATRONIZE THEM
'rum iitEx7- Pro ALIT. EOO1
There's no need to tell you, that correct dress is the key which unlocks all doors. The well-dressed
man sometimes crosses thresholds that are barred to the ill-dressed. He meets outstretched hands.
You can gain something of the richly refined "air" that good Clothes bestow by a look into our show
windows. They'll look even better on your back than they look in our window exhibit.
College Fellows are "it" and usually carry the key when it comes to smart Clothes.
The up-to-the-moment..Young Man is a lexicon of Clothes style.
We're looking for him.
We've got the Clothes and we're slated to do some great stunts this season in smart Clothes selling.
There are many new style features in cut and fabrics. Coats not quit so long and more form fitting
—with perfect fitting shoulders. Trousers graceful but not quite so roomy—other new style kinks, too.
New Fabrics in browns, blues, olives and greys. They're swell! Hand-tailored Suits, $15, $20
and $25
We've Clothes swellness enough to satisfy every Young Man in town. Then we have a splendid
showing of Hats, Toggery and Oxford Shoes, as smart as our Clothes.
MYER
THE HOME OF TOTALLY DIFFERENT AND BETTER CLOTHES.
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS, IT MAY HELP US,
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS.
"WE APE VIEW TO SERVE YOU"
Our prices represent US. Save money by inspecting our goods and getting prices before buying. The
largest and most complete line of Pennants, Posters and Seals in the City.
Books and Stationery Cross Section Note Books.
Drawing Instruments, Drawing Materials and Fountain Pens—Fine Printing a specialty
N. B. TO SENIORS ONLY—Cut out this ad, bring it with photograph of yourself and prospective
to us and we will print 100 wedding invitations for you FREE.
Orbiel Supply Co.
bride
ALWAYS WELCOME
iiiii N.Otti t.
KODACKERS AND KODACKERSSES
DON'T FORGET. WE
  DO DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
(Any Roll Developed for 10c.)
i. . 11 IT LiM IV, OU0 C11-iit) ti-eeet
STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS
PLUMBING AND HARDWARE
FREITAG9 WEINHARDT & CO.
664 WABASH AVENUE. PHONES 140.
BANNERS COLLEGE POSTERS
PENNANTS PILLOW TOPS
CLASS PINS COLLEGE PINS
MONOGRAMS WALL SQUARES
STATIONERY ROSE WATCH FOBS
CLASS PINS
PICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
KODAKS, CAMERAS and PHOTO SUPPLIES FOR
AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL.
ttbr1',9 Art .11043.
125 S. SEVENTH STREET. NEW PHONE 985
IN A CLASS BY THEMSELVES
WEINSTEIN BROS.
"The Quality Shop"
523 WABASH AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE'S LEADING HABERDASHERS
TAILORS AND HATTERS
"Where the Pretty Shirts Come From"
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE
Butes Pharmacy
TERRE HAUTE TRUST BUILDING
SEVENTH AND WABASH AVENUE
Agency "HUY LERS"
CELEBRATED NEW YORK CANDIES
R. F. Marley Co.
647 WABASH AVE.
STATIONERY AND
OFFICE SUPPLIES
For cross-section note-books,
drawing instruments and material, see
KERR, '11, Poly Representative.
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
The Type E. C. & M. Automatic
 
Motor Starter 
Has All the Advantages Embodied in
Any Magnetic Switch Starter Without Be-
ing Unduly Expensive.
Its Absolute Simplicity Places It far Above
Any Other Starter in Use.
Relays, Dash Pots and Control Circuits
are Positively Eliminated.
TYPE E. C. & M. AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER, FORM A.
For Detail Information Regarding
the Starter Illustrated Above
Send for Bulletin low
THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & MEG. CO.
:NEW YORK:
50 CHURCH ST.
:PITTSBURG:
515 FRICK BLDG.
CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U. S.A.
:CHICAGO:
135 ADAMS ST.
:BIRMINGHAM:
827 BROWN-MARX BLDG.
,At. 41-Avvviara...P.rtytmc;2,74.6,:mmsoRttavozi.v....vm;i-hm-otrm-low.,:ettem:• • ,X7r, 
*e'
•44.rift,
' 
.ATIV44.241M,Wf
THE ROSE TECHNIC-ADVERTISEMENTS.
1..,1nft1 IET
yln .2k. mofrryinie
PrO YOU
BUTTONS REPLACED, SOCKS DARNED,
UNDERWEAR REPAIRED; in fact, a mother's
care of your garments Free of Charge.
Hunter Laundering & Dyeing Company
Phones 257 BEN L. NEER, Agent
Rose Pharmacy
Seventh and eberry
The Drug Store Different Than the Rest.
The Store of Pure Drugs.
We charge you no more.
Agents for Belle Mead Sweet Candies.
Van Houten's Cocoa used at our fountain.
Give us a call.
FREE DELIVERY. BOTH PHONES.
FOR YOU
and FOR US
WialiK=CONry Shoes are the
best shoes for you to buy and for
us to sell, because, "once a
Walk-Over wearer always a
WALK-OVER Wearer."
See the point? You will if
you see the new spring WALK-
OVERS in our window.
PRICES $3.50, $4.00. $4.50, $5,00, and $5.50
Walk-Over Boot Shop
651 Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS.
 IT MAY HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
Swope:Miff
jewelry Co.
524 WABASH AVE.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Commencement Presents
CLASS PINS
SEALS
AND
FOBS
Souvenir
Spoons and Plates
Field Day Medals
and Cups
MR. ARTHUR. NEHF
of the Freshman Class will attend to Special Orders
The warm days are here._ You will want cool
toggery to be comfortable in. We have a great
selection of Soft Shirts with the fold back cuff
and soft Collars to match. All styles Athletic
Underwear. All colors in the thin Gauze Lisle
1/2
 Hose—silk "too." The best selection of
stylish Straw Hats. Pajamas that are cool and
comfortable.
Let us make you your next Suit. We can
please you.
GAR.EN BARRETT
MEN'S WEAR SHOP
PHONE 582. 715 WABASH AVE.
Young Men's
Low Cuts 
Styles that give the fin-
ishing touch of elegance
to the well dressed man
Nettleton's $6.00
"Scion" $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00
Tho SUTHERLAND-MARTIN SHOE CO.
505 WABASH AVE.
We are ready, when you are, to show the most
Beautiful and Complete Line of SPRING
WOOLENS ever shown, Fit, Fabric
and Fashion Guaranteed.
$18.75 to $60.00
ED. SPARKS
HATTER Haberdasher TAILOR
"THE CLOTHES SHOP OF SATISFACTION."
Dyeing, Cleaning and Pressing
813 WABASH AVENUE
John G. Heinl & Son
jitori6t 
129 SOUTH SEVENTH STREET
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS.
J. M. 13IQINTOCIJD & ON
1877)
Jewelers and Opticisans
607 Wabash Avenue TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
UP-TO-DATE—Latest Designs in Artistic Jewelry, Mesh and Leather Bags, Cut Glass, Sil-
verware, Chaffing Dishes and Brass Goods. Special attention given to Fine Watch and
Jewelry Repairing. Eyes Tested free and satisfaction guaranteed by Registered Optician.
J. M. 13i=-‘2%rocpc1 ESe ori
CHESTER BRADFORD BRADFORD M• HOOD
8o5
Pythian Building Pr E Arr 4.L& Pr
ARTHUR M. HOOD, ROSE '93
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA
UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN PATENTS, DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS e9-' LABELS
THOMNIAN 0 SCHLOSS
TAILORS :: CLOTHIERS :: HATTERS :: HABERDASHERS.
Rose Poly Students and their friends are especially invited to visit our store for an in-
spection of Spring Suit Styles—Slip on Coats.
Panama Hats. Straw Sailors. B. V. D. and MUNSING Underwear.
Dress Shirts, Ties, Hose, Etc.
668-670 WABASH AVENUE PHONES 137
1='' 0 TXr 130 'V
To appear to advantage you must have a practical Hair Cut.
please you.
Cleaning and Dyeing Done.
Toilet Articles and Cigars
We do the work to
Suits Hand Pressed 25c
Laundry Agency
GREAT NORTHERN BARBER SHOP
OPPOSITE BIG 4 STATION J. VERNON BREWER, Proprietor
When You are Ready Forin a and Yourlet us 
 Springsho 
show 
Suity 
you 
u thecome
best line obtainable of Ready-to-Wear Clothing. -t,tits 11.1M tø $a
Emerson and tetson $3.0 tø $O
FINE NECKWEAR, UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS AND MEN'S HATS
wo
CASH CLOTHIERS, HATS & GENTS' FURNISHINGS
FIFTH STREET AND WABASH AVENUE
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP U.
